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ABSTRACT
Enacting Race and Class Online:
Gatekeeping and Meaning Making on Reddit’s r/Brooklyn
by
Peter Sclafani

Advisor: George Fragopoulos
In the following thesis I examine how race- and class-based power structures are conceptualized
and actualized in the virtual sphere. The Internet as an “imagined community” upholds the
historically embedded power structures that perpetuate deeply-rooted American hegemonic
ideals as they relate to race and class.
To demonstrate the conceptualization of power structures in virtual space an analysis of
discourse on the social media and news aggregate website, Reddit, that positions online
conversations about race and class as an extension of the racial inequality present in social
structures offline. Isolating gentrification, and topics related to gentrification such as new
business openings and apartment hunting advice, this thesis observes how Redditors participate
in the perpetuation of harmful, archaic power structures through discussions that establish a
culture of neoliberalism and minimize the voices of people of color. Finally, I argue that the
replication of race- and class-based power structures online suggests an ongoing process of
gentrification in virtual space.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Virtual communities, free from the constraints of physical space, facilitate unparalleled
access to, communication with, and collaboration between individuals, regardless of spatial and
temporal limitations. Early computer scientists laid the groundwork for the Internet in the 1960s,
but the digital age began in earnest with the invention and proliferation of the World Wide Web
beginning in the late 1980s (Leiner et al., 2009). Building with the goal of creating a networked
world, the architects of the Internet, as well as scholars, activists, and technology enthusiasts,
believed the platform would help bridge communities by ushering in an information “golden
age” (Marlin, 2013, p. 318). However, three decades after the invention of the World Wide Web,
the Internet has yet to mature into the platform its creators and early advocates envisioned.
Unfortunately, rather than bridge gaps between cultures and eradicate archaic power structures,
the Internet has served to replicate and reinforce existing social inequalities.
In the following thesis, I will examine how race- and class-based power structures are
conceptualized and actualized in the virtual sphere. The differentiation between different race
and class-based groups is not a new development. Instead, it is fundamental to the project of
modern liberalism upon which American government and culture is based. The conception of
modern liberalism includes guarantees of universal “promises of rights, emancipation, wage
labor, and free trade,” but simultaneously stokes asymmetrical distributions of power on which
access to said liberties are provided to some but not to others (Lowe, 2015, p. 3). Therefore, the
American project, rooted in the concept of liberalism, buries the experiences and knowledges of
communities deemed unworthy of its conception of historical progress.
Sociologist and Internet scholar Jessie Daniels contends that the Internet as an “imagined
community” is constituted by whiteness (Daniels, 2013, p. 710). For American websites and

social media platforms, this means the Internet upholds the long-protected power structures that
perpetuate deeply-rooted American hegemonic ideals as they relate to race and class. To remedy
this, Internet scholars must acknowledge “the persistence of racism online while simultaneously
recognizing the deep roots of racial inequality in existing social structures that shape
technoculture” (Daniels, 2013, p. 711). What follows, therefore, is an analysis of discourse on
the social media and news aggregate website, Reddit, that positions online conversations about
race and class as an extension of the racial inequality present in the social structures of physical
space. Isolating gentrification, and topics related to gentrification such as new business openings
and apartment hunting advice, this thesis observes how Redditors participate in the perpetuation
of harmful, archaic power structures through discussions that establish a culture of neoliberalism
and minimize the voices of people of color.
Currently, there is a gap in sociological research examining how processes of
constructing online communities have the potential to reinforce the social structures that are
present offline. Much scholarship is dedicated to observing the creation and impact of online
cultures. For example, numerous studies catalog online subcultures (Beekhuyzen, Hellens, &
Nielsen, 2011; Boellstorff, 2008; Chernoff & Widdicombe, 2015; King, 2008; Lee & Peterson,
2004; Wilson & Atkinson, 2005), online hate groups (Anahita, 2006; Awan, 2017; Nakamura,
2014; Oksanen, Hawdon, & Räsänen, 2014), and the dangers of social media addiction (Twenge,
Joiner, Rogers, & Martin, 2018). However, there is a dearth of research examining how
interactions between social actors in virtual space work to uphold the racist and classist power
structures on which the American project is built. In an era when computer-mediated mass media
is arguably the preeminent form of communication between individuals, the ways in which
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individuals work to collectively create, and mediate online communities is essential to
understanding how the American project is conceptualized in the digital age.
The construction of communities in virtual space cannot be overlooked if scholars are to
develop a holistic understanding of 21st century power structures. During face-to-face
communication social actors participate in identity construction by negotiating claims that affirm
or deny an existing social order (E. Goffman, 1959, p. 1). Although the Internet provides a
virtual space for the performance of identity using language and style, the content of social
interaction is rarely altered (Kurylo, 2012, p. 24). Therefore, discourse in virtual communities,
built using Web 2.0 technologies, that allows people to uphold or resist social structures using
audio, visual, or text communication, must be considered as a critical part of the 21st century’s
social world.
This thesis does not argue that the Internet is irreparably damaged by toxic discourse and
culture. At the very least, the potential for equality is higher when information can be freely
exchanged among communities and individuals. For example, the technological affordances of
the Internet allowed activists in the 2010 Arab Spring movement to circumvent traditional
cultural intermediaries to disseminate counter-hegemonic media, which amplified marginalized
voices and led to the creation of a social movement (Tufekci, 2017, p. 118). However, the mere
existence of the Internet as a platform for mass communication does not guarantee equal
participation in the creation and dissemination of culture. To truly have an open and inclusive
Internet, one must first consider how virtual communities, made possible by the proliferation of
the Internet and, subsequently, social media, reinforce racial and class-based power structures
that govern life in physical spaces. To explore this question, this thesis will highlight the ways in
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which the Internet in the United States, a platform with the potential to be democratizing, suffers
due to its users’ deeply engrained commitment to American hegemony and liberal ideology.

Theoretical Framework
Before continuing further, the terms virtual space and physical space will be defined as
they will appear in the subsequent chapters. Entire subsections of social science research are
devoted to the understanding of space, and an in-depth understanding of the characteristics of
space is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, a simple definition of virtual and physical
space will suffice. Physical space will refer to the corporeal world – a world that is tangible and
constructed with raw materials. To avoid repetitive language, offline will be used as a synonym
for physical space. Virtual space will refer to the world created within the architecture of the
Internet. Of course, a computer that is not connected to the Internet may also provide a window
into a virtual world; however, as this thesis focuses on the construction of collective identity and
power structures, the definition of virtual space will be limited to the Internet. Again, to avoid
repetition, online and cyber will be used as synonyms for virtual space. Finally, I would also like
to caution against referring to offline space as the “real world.” Doing so evokes a digital
dualism – a belief that events online and events offline are distinct from one another (Jurgenson,
2011), which is increasingly difficult to do as the lines between physical space and virtual space
are blurred by the ubiquity of Web 2.0 applications that encourage collaboration between
Internet users.
Theories of social identity and identity construction are often rooted in Marx’s
conceptions of class consciousness and Durkheim’s conception of collective conscience. Such
conceptions of social identity are useful to understanding the ongoing processes that sort
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individuals and groups into positions within a social hierarchy (Cerulo, 1997). However, critics
of early sociological conceptions of social identity often draw attention to the essentialism
present in the work (Cerulo, 1997, p. 387). For Marx, social structures, and by extension the
roles which individuals fill within the structure, are first and foremost a manifestation of the
economic system within society. Driven by historical materialism, explanations of the social
world are always determined by the structure “in the last instance” (Engels, 1890). As a result, in
a capitalist economic system, identity traits such as religious affiliation, race, and gender might
be thought of as ancillary to class separations between the bourgeoisie and proletariat classes,
which are directly based on an individual’s relationship to production.
The reduction of both individual and collective behavior to manifestations of a single
identity marker suggests that there are objective core qualities endemic to people who fall into
particular groups, which differentiate them from other groups within their social world.
Essentialism strips agency from social actors by removing their ability to create identity in
common by negotiating meaning with people in their social world. It is from an anti-essentialist
position that I wish to situate the activity of identity construction in virtual space. Rather than
place undue emphasis on the supposedly inherent traits of a class position, ethnicity, or gender,
an examination of linguistic exchange and social performance is better suited to expose the
differences between both individual identities and group identities. From this perspective one
may recognize the agency of a social actor as they actively construct and perform identity in
common with other social actors. Importantly, this also remedies the problematic assumption that
there are traits inherent to all individuals who are part of a group.
Erving Goffman’s The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life examines this process by
comparing the everyday interactions of individuals and groups to a theatrical performance
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(1959). Using the analogy of the world as stage, Goffman’s chief concern is not with the “aspects
of theater that creep into everyday life” but with the “structure of social encounters – the
structure of those entities in social life that come into being whenever persons enter one
another’s immediate physical presence” (1959, p. 254). Similarly, it is the construction of power
structures during social encounters in virtual space that is the main concern of this thesis.
Goffman’s conception of social performances, what he calls a “front,” is particularly
useful when observing the interactions of virtual communities. Fronts – “the expressive
equipment of a standard kind intentionally or unwittingly employed by the individual during his
performance” (1959, p. 22) – are comprised of a setting, appearance, and manner. We may
envision fronts as similar to social roles, which are thought to be transferable from one social
situation to another (1959, p. 26). As social beings, we go through life gleaning information
about the other people in our social world. We categorize them based on their outward
appearance and language style, which we hope will make future interactions easier to navigate.
For example, it is reasonable to assume that many people understand how to order food from a
server at a restaurant. Not only do we know how to order our food, but within the context of a
restaurant we are likely to be able to identify who the server is before we interact with them.
Although mistaking a customer for your server might be relatively harmless, such
categorizations can lead to trouble when they are made with regard to race, gender, sexuality,
etc., and have prompted scholars and activists to question whether our seemingly innate need to
categorize is one that we should unlearn (Butler, 2007; hooks, 1990).
Goffman’s description of setting is critical to my analysis of social interactions in virtual
communities. Social performance is contextual, and Goffman suggests that the “setting”
comprised of the physical layout of a space, furniture, décor, and other props that influence the
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performance of the social actors (1959, p. 22). Setting is typically linked to a geographic
location, which could be as large as a city or as specific as an individual’s home. Notably, in
Goffman’s conception of identity performance, the setting does not follow the actors. In other
words, a social actor’s performance begins when they enter a location and ends when they leave
it. However, in the digital age we must consider how virtual space’s lack of physical structure
allows a setting to follow a social actor. For example, when I leave my apartment to catch the
subway to work or school, I carry my smartphone, which allows me to access a near infinite
amount of social spaces. Not only do I carry these stages for interaction with me, I exist in them
simultaneously – swapping instantly between a group chat with my fantasy baseball league, a
subreddit about an online game I have been playing, and a Facebook group for a graduate class.
Indeed, observing the construction of identity in online spaces poses a challenge to researchers
due to the propensity of individuals to fragment their personality depending on the setting in
which they are currently existing.
Further complicating observations of identity construction in virtual space is the lack of
visual and non-verbal cues, such as body language and appearance, that normally serve as
additional identity markers. In describing social interaction, Goffman splits a social actor’s
performance into two elements – “the expression that he gives” and “the expression that he gives
off” (1959, p. 22). Here Goffman is drawing a distinction between the utterances of a social actor
and the non-verbal cues of a social actor that belie their true intentions. Observant audience
members may notice that the social actors’ words do not match his facial expressions or actions.
To adapt an example from Goffman’s work – one might tell me I have cooked them a delicious
meal, but if they grimace while eating, I might surmise that they are not being entirely truthful.
Often, we assume that one is honest in the expression that they give off and use those non-verbal
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expressions to check for congruency in their speech. Although virtual space lacks these nonverbal cues, audience members might look to other Internet artifacts when determining the
sincerity of a statement. To use Instagram as an example: one might reasonably conclude that a
politician who declares support for #BlackLivesMatter, but recently liked posts from white
supremacist accounts, is not being truthful in their statement.
We might be thankful to people who make such flagrant errors in their self-presentation,
as it becomes easier to censure them in future interactions; however, as Goffman notes, social
interaction is often far more complex. Social actors will regularly try to control both verbal and
non-verbal cues, thereby obfuscating their true intention in a given social interaction (E.
Goffman, 1959, p. 8). In physical space one might imagine a person making sure to smile and
make eye contact with someone telling a story at a party, even if two actors do not care for each
other. However, in virtual space, the construction of a carefully curated online presence has
greater potential to hide the true intentions of a social actor. Such obfuscation of a social actor’s
true feelings or personality leads to a sort of cyclical game during which claims are advanced and
negotiated by social actors participating in the interaction. Each participant is expected to
suppress their true feelings to convey a view of the situation which he feels the others will be
able to find at least temporarily acceptable. Together, through the cycle of claims-making and
controlled speech, participants of an interaction create a single overall definition of a situation
which Goffman calls a “working consensus” (1959, pp. 9–10).
Despite, acknowledging the existence of idealized performances in the construction of the
self, Goffman fails to acknowledge the hegemonic forces responsible for creating normative
behavior. Social actors will offer idealized performances that conform to the expectations of their
society, thus giving them a better chance of achieving their goal for social interaction. Taking
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this into account, we see that social interactions, social context, and identity are not dictated by
one person. If this were true, we would remove agency from all social actors who are not
ourselves. Instead, as social actors, we present our values through personal style and language
which communicate our perspective and experience to the world around us – but always under
the influence of the larger hegemonic structures present in our social world.
In virtual space people must actively perform and affirm their identity just as Goffman
observed. However, unlike in physical space, virtual space does not have physical properties that
can provide valuable context for social interactions. As a result, in virtual communities, the acts
of advancing, negotiating, accepting, and rejecting claims, through a performance utilizing
language and symbols, are the most important methods to building the social world. We must
quickly and effectively communicate our status and values, and thus we reduce identity traits
into discrete parts that are easily identifiable. The array of options available to users constructing
online profiles (in the cases of Facebook or dating apps) might be likened to a buffet of identities
where individuals can pick and choose an ideal identity for the virtual world (Matic, 2011, p. 19)
(Matic, 2011, p. 19). In the ongoing effort to construct and gain access to virtual communities,
users adopt virtual identities based on the traits that are valued in a particular community, which
are influenced by hegemonic norms. In this way the construction of online identities becomes the
border for virtual communities. Those who perform the idealized identity, collectively defined by
community members, are granted entry into the virtual community, while those who do not
perform the idealized identity are pushed to the borders of the virtual community.
Drawing on Goffman’s Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life Nina Eliasoph and Paul
Lichterman develop the theory of Culture in Interaction (2003). The key element of the theory
posited by the authors is called “group style,” which is used to explain how the repeated
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interactions between members of a group established a shared ground for future interactions
between group members. Thus, group style, defined as “the recurrent patterns of interaction that
arise from a group’s shared assumptions about what constitutes good or adequate participation in
the group setting” filters the collective representation of a group (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003,
p. 737).
Examining recurrent patterns of interaction using the theory of culture in interaction
provides a model to examine and dissect how meaning is made via the interactions of group
members with each other and with people who are outside of their group. Like Goffman,
Eliasoph and Lichterman emphasize the setting of interaction as having great influence on the
social interaction between group members. For example, members of ACES, an environmental
activist group observed by the authors, used the style of “expressive individualism” to interact
with one another. Whereas previous research led to the assumption that individualistic language
impedes social cohesion, ACES members used “expressive individualism” to empower group
members to contribute to their cause, even when the larger community found activist work
“unseemly.” In this group, culture in interaction, created a shared ground that valued
empowering speech aimed at encouraging individuals to contribute to ACES in any way they
could (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003, p. 753).
Eliasoph and Lichterman elaborate on the notion of group styles further by examining the
elements that create it, and the dialectic that exists between community members and the culture
of their community. Members of both online and offline communities participate in the
construction of collective identity by interacting with members of their community, as well as
outsiders, who are not members of their community. Similarly, an individual will be influenced
by the collective identity they helped to create as the collectively constructed group identity
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serves to define the borders of the community, and therefore, the criteria for group membership.
The authors emphasize the ways in which specific social settings effect this process (2003, p.
736). Meaning is always constructed in relation to other individuals both in and outside of the
community and is often influenced by the way one person perceives another. These perceptions
and the gaps between them, created in physical or virtual communities, become the shared
ground for interaction. The style created in the common space between group members consists
of group boundaries, which define how the group relates to the outside world; group bonds,
which dictate the responsibilities of individuals to the group and its members; and speech norms,
which are a set of symbolic interactions that tell members what appropriate speech is. Through
the construction of a group style members form a sense of belonging to a relatively unified group
with clear differentiation between insiders and outsiders.
In sum, collective identity in virtual space is created in common during social interactions
just as it is in physical space. Through the performance of identity members of virtual
communities collectively evaluate perceptions, experiences, and knowledges – influenced by the
dominant hegemony – which become the borders for their virtual community. These values may
replicate and reinforce power structures present in physical space thus affirming existing social
hierarchies.

Literature Review
A 2015 study conducted by Pew Research Center found that nearly two-thirds of
American adults use social media networks to connect with friends and family and participate in
online communities. Furthermore, the study found that 90% of people between the ages of 18
and 29 are active users of social media (Perrin, 2015, p. 3). Individuals who participate on social
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media network sites are more likely to maintain high levels of social capital – specifically the
“bridging” type (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007, p. 1162) which provides people with larger
networks from which to draw resources (Granovetter, 2014, p. 653). Social media also allows
users to create and participate in transnational communities based around hobbies, life
experiences, and so on.
Due to their ubiquity, social scientists have not ignored the Internet and virtual
communities; however, the speed at which the landscape of the Internet evolves makes it
difficult to analyze in a timely fashion. Prior research has focused on how members of virtual
communities construct their online persona and create virtual communities (Boellstorff, 2008;
Lee & Peterson, 2004; Pinto, Reale, Segabinazzi, & Rossi, 2015), or members of online message
boards and social media groups work together to frame events (Castells, 2015; King, 2008;
Kruse, 2010; Kurylo, 2012). The rapid growth of social media networks such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Reddit also prompted social scientists to examine the effects of social
media use on young people who increasingly spend long periods of time online (Mojtabai,
Olfson, & Han, 2016; Twenge et al., 2018). Finally, literature about the deviant online
subcultures based on racism or violence (Anahita, 2006; Nakamura, 2014) examines the
construction of identity online. Although these works provide valuable insights into Internet
culture, marginality in virtual space, and identity construction in the digital age, they are largely
focused on specific communities or extraordinary circumstances. My study contributes to the
literature on Internet culture by examining how everyday interactions in virtual space serve to
propagate the hegemonic power structures present in the United States.
The proliferation of the Internet in the 1990s, made possible by the lower costs of
personal computers and software, as well as technological advancements including the creation
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of the world wide web and graphic user interfaces, marked the beginning of a transition away
from broadcast media to one that fosters communication between the once isolated members of
traditional broadcast media audiences allowing for the formation of new communities
(Mandiberg, 2012, p. 1). Jay Rosen documents the shift in power away from mass media toward
participatory media in “The People Formerly Known as the Audience.” The people formerly
known as the audience, Rosen writes, “were on the receiving end of few broadcasters and
listened in isolation,” (2012, p. 13). However, the shift in the media landscape from traditional
broadcast media toward participatory media has provided an opportunity for former audience
members to claim agency in the creation and dissemination of media. Although Rosen notes that
there is little urgency to end the reign of big media, the audience has new found power in being
able to move beyond mere consumption.
However, the existence of a potentially democratizing platform does not guarantee
manifestations of class and racial power structure will are abandoned. Internet scholars have
found that audience members on participatory media platforms tend to match the level of racism
present in the piece of media they are viewing. For example, a YouTube video that is filled with
racial obscenities will yield far more racist comments than a video about a similar topic that does
not use racial obscenities (August & Liu, 2014, p. 244). In an example such as this one, it is
difficult to argue that the Internet itself is the cause of the racism present in the comments
sections of news articles or YouTube videos. What is more likely, as Lisa Nakamura outlines in
Cybertypes, is that the Internet reflects the prejudices and stereotypes present in the physical
world (2002b, p. xii). The Internet does not simply make people racist, nor does it act as a
panacea for the ongoing struggles of marginality present in day to day life. Instead, it takes these
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existing structures of power and reimagines and presents them in new ways that are different
from how racism is perpetuated in traditional media (August & Liu, 2014, p. 245).
Such displays of racism suggest that despite having the power to connect and collaborate
with diverse communities online, individuals are still constrained by the hegemonic norms and
power structures that pre-date the Internet. The marginality present offline, whether based in
class, race, gender, sexuality, ability or any other number of factors, is often reflected in virtual
space (Nakamura, 2002a, p. 4). Benedict Anderson notes that nation-states and national identity
typically exist in opposition to other nation-states (1991, p. 110). Just as communities in physical
space define themselves in opposition to other communities, so too must virtual communities
define rules for membership and participation to actively differentiate themselves from other
virtual communities.
Unlike in physical space where borders are defined either naturally by environmental
features or by accepted (or, at least partially accepted) boundaries between nations, states, etc.,
online space must rely on the construction of identity in order to define its virtual borders. For
example, in her study of online social movement groups, Sine Anahita writes:
Establishing “real” and stable identities to mark the boundaries of the social movement
thus becomes of utmost importance in online social movement communities because it is
the virtual identities that mark the boundaries. The social movement community must
patrol its borders, and control its members so they will adhere to the collective identity
promoted by the movement (2006, p. 144).
Through the process of differentiation virtual communities decide what is valued and what is not
– that is, whose knowledge will be preserved within the community, whose voices will be
amplified.
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The lack of spatial boundaries in virtual space poses a problem for communities
attempting to separate themselves from other online groups. Rather than rely on physical
boundaries, individuals in virtual communities construct borders through the establishment and
enforcement of collective identities in order to differentiate themselves between in group and out
group members (Anahita, 2006, p. 157). Although studies of virtual space often revolve around a
defined research site, such as Anahita’s study of white supremacist message boards, or Lee and
Peterson’s study of a country music email newsletter and listserv (2004), the construction and
enforcement of identity remains important. In virtual space individuals are not easily identifiable
by their geographic location, race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, etc. Furthermore, entry into
virtual communities is often free. As a result, processes of differentiation must occur through
communicative practices including the publication of text and visual media, even when
community boundaries seem well defined, in order to separate authentic members from
inauthentic members.
Differentiation occurs in a similar manner between individuals seeking to position
themselves within a social hierarchy. Pinto’s analysis of the online multiplayer game World of
Warcraft and its community not only demonstrates how individual users perform their ideal
identities in virtual space, it also highlights how virtual items and imagery can act as status
markers (2015). A player who has invested more time and energy into their character can display
items on their profile that indicate their status as a veteran player thereby differentiating
themselves from other members of the community. However, “identity is not the perceived idea
of the self, but the idea of the resulting interactions with other players” (Pinto et al., 2015, p.
416). Just as identity is not created in a vacuum in physical space, in virtual space the veteran
player’s status is determined in common with other members of the community who
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acknowledge the value of the symbols displayed on his avatar thus granting the player prestige
within the World of Warcraft community.
The Internet also gives rise to fringe subcultures, including those that base membership
on overt displays of racist or classist behavior. For example, one study by Lisa Nakamura
focuses on the 419eater.com community – an online group whose goal is to track and punish
people who operate Internet scams. The community specifically targets “419 scams” – a
reference to the Nigerian criminal code for fraud – in which the would-be scammer impersonates
a person living in a poor country, typically in Africa, “who has access to vast riches that have
been tied up by a dysfunctional government” (Nakamura, 2014, p. 260). After a member of the
group makes contact with a person committing a 419 scam, they promise to send the requested
money in exchange for humiliating photos often involving sexual acts. These photos are given
value by the “419 baiter” community members who display them as trophies on the website’s
message board. Nakamura’s study demonstrates how ownership and hyper-sexualization of black
and brown bodies is acted out in virtual space thus perpetuating and normalizing behavior
present in physical space. Although the largely white and male membership of 419eater.com are
participating in the propagation of a hegemonic culture that values anti-blackness and normalizes
violence against black bodies, the website has a limited audience. It is currently ranked 398,251
by Alexa.com, Amazon’s webpage ranking system (“419eater.com Traffic, Demographics and
Competitors,” 2019). This is not to say that websites like 419eater.com are not harmful or that
they are not actively upholding hegemonic power structures. Instead, the takeaway is that finding
racism on websites that are dedicated to being racist is not surprising and as such does not
provide insight into how daily activity on the Internet serves to uphold racial and class
stereotypes. In other words, just as one may reasonably expect to observe racism in an offline
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meeting of white supremacists so should they expect to observe racism in an online meeting of
white supremacists.
There is a tendency to overlook banal online interactions in both sociological research
and in popular culture as they relate to the construction of culture and power structures. It is true
that a friend’s most recent Instagram follow is not likely to generate an avalanche of news
coverage; however, that does not mean that it should be written off as meaningless. Instead, the
actions we take online, no matter how small, can provide insight into the collective construction
of identity. It is through such ordinary examples of online participation that social scientists may
observe the construction of individual and collective identity which may uphold or resist the
hegemonic values of a given society. For example, when one “likes” a picture on Instagram
while bypassing other pictures that appear on their feed, they are acknowledging a value in the
picture they “liked,” which simultaneously devalues the pictures they scrolled by. It would be a
stretch to say that all Instagram users are consciously performing their identity when they like a
picture, but scholars should not overlook the influence of taste and style in online participation.
Much in the same way sociologists have observed adherence to, appropriation of, and resistance
to hegemonic culture in music and fashion (Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, & Roberts, 1975; Hebdige,
1979) so too must social scientists consider patterns of online interaction as extensions of
cultural style which may influence established power structures.

Methodology
The proliferation of Web 2.0 applications transformed the Internet landscape from one in
which few people produced most of the content consumed online to one that provides
opportunities for anybody with an Internet connection to publish original content. As a result, the
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formation of virtual communities provides a new platform for the construction of individual and
collective identities. Social scientists have paid close attention to the most popular social media
platforms: Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram (Coyne, Padilla-Walker, & Howard, 2013), but few
studies have focused on Reddit, a popular social media platform which provides users with
pseudo-anonymity and allows for the free construction of virtual communities. Additionally,
prior studies have focused on individual users rather than on the construction of power structures
on the Internet. Indeed a “thorough critical interrogation of whiteness on the Internet” (Daniels,
2013, p. 712) is needed to better understand our digital world.
This thesis focuses on how members of Reddit’s r/Brooklyn subreddit frame the ongoing
process of gentrification in their city. The act of collectively framing events in physical space
provides a structure for the virtual community as members negotiate what constitutes adequate
participation in their community.
The r/Brooklyn subreddit was chosen for this research for a variety of reasons. First,
rather than focus on an online community dedicated to a specific hobby or interest, r/Brooklyn
was chosen because it provides a space for all people, regardless of racial or class affiliation, to
discuss events occurring in Brooklyn. The goal then is to observe how the racial and class
tensions present in the physical space of Brooklyn manifest online.
Next, r/Brooklyn was chosen due to the rapid growth of its physical analogue, Brooklyn,
New York, during the last two decades which has resulted in a dramatic shift in the
demographics of many of its neighborhoods. Additionally, the most recent wave of
gentrification in Brooklyn has coincided with the expansion of the Internet as the medium of
communication and cultural significance. As a result, members of r/Brooklyn are provided ample
opportunity to discuss and frame gentrification in their communities. Other subreddits dedicated
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to specific cities experiencing gentrification would have fulfilled the same purpose; however, my
familiarity with Brooklyn’s history and neighborhoods made the selection of r/Brooklyn an ideal
site for research. To limit the scope of the project, I chose Brooklyn as a research site rather than
focusing on the entirety of New York City. Further research may observe whether the trends
prevalent in online discussions about Brooklyn remain true for the whole of New York City.
Additionally, r/Brooklyn provides a relatively small community of approximately 24,000
members compared to some of Reddit’s larger communities, such as r/gaming or r/books which
have 19.4 million and 15.4 million members, respectively, at the time of writing. For additional
comparison, Reddit’s r/nyc community – a subreddit dedicated to New York City as a whole –
has 154,000 members. Furthermore, r/Brooklyn has a well-defined offline analogue in the
borough of Brooklyn. This connection to a physical location will allow us to draw comparisons
between the dynamics present in virtual space with the ones present in the physical world. In
other words, by limiting the study to a specific community within Reddit we may observe
whether interactions between members of r/Brooklyn mirror the power structures present in
physical space.
Before detailing the methods of data collection and research further, a description of
Reddit’s structure may be helpful to understand why the methods of analysis were chosen and
how the site’s structure helps facilitate content analysis. Reddit is a social media platform,
described by its creators as the “front page of the Internet.” The website combines elements of
early Internet message boards, where users could gather to discuss topics related to a specific
interest, and modern social media platforms through the creation of a user-profile and online
presence. Reddit is organized by three main systems – subreddits (communities), Redditors
(individual users), and karma (value assignment system) – which provide structure to the website
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and rewards participation and discussion. Much like other social media platforms, such as
Facebook and Twitter, Reddit offers no original content of its own. Instead, users, known as
Redditors, submit posts containing links to outside websites, original content, or a combination
of the two, which other members of the site can evaluate by voting on whether they like a post as
well as adding their comments to the discussion section of each post.
Reddit is divided into smaller communities called “subreddits,” and each one is made of
individual Redditors who post links and original content for discussion by the other community
members. Redditors do not have to be a member of a subreddit to post and comment in it, but it
is strongly encouraged that they learn the community etiquette before doing so. Additionally,
Reddit does not require visitors to join the site to view submissions; however, those who wish to
post, comment, and vote on the website are required to create a username. The site offers users
pseudo-anonymity as it requires a username, which does not have to be the users actual name. It
should be noted that it is possible to view a Redditor’s entire post and comment history by
clicking on their username, which appears next to every interaction they make on the platform.
However, for this thesis data collection was limited to comments made on the r/Brooklyn
subreddit.
Reddit rewards contributors with an overall score that indicates how well one’s
comments or posts resonated with the community. This score, called “karma,” is the outcome of
a voting system that actively ranks all contributions to the website. Redditors may “upvote”
(like) or “downvote” (dislike) a post or comment based on whether they believe it meets the
criteria set forth in the rules of the subreddit it was submitted to. In practice the upvote and
downvote buttons often act as a way of quickly and anonymously agreeing or disagreeing with
the author of a post or comment, regardless of whether they have made a quality contribution to
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the community. Redditors with high karma scores have submitted posts or comments that the
Reddit community have deemed valuable.
Several factors general to Reddit’s structure were taken into consideration when choosing
it as a research site. First, the social media platform is, at the time of writing, the sixth most
popular website in the United States and the 18th most popular website in the world (“Reddit.com
Traffic, Demographics and Competitors,” 2019). However, despite the high visitor ranking, the
platform’s design makes it possible to narrow research to a specific community—in this case
r/Brooklyn. Next, the structure of the website’s voting system, which assigns an overall score to
posts and comments, provides a way to observe and evaluate what is valued by the community
without relying exclusively on communication between participants. Finally, Reddit’s ownership
by Condé Nast, a multimedia conglomerate, allows for reasonable assurance that the website will
not be shut down abruptly as can be the danger when studying small, independent blogs or
message boards.
In “Digital Discourse Analysis: Finding Meaning in Small Online Spaces,” Timothy
Recuber argues that Internet scholars’ preferred method of studying online events and
communities is the collection and analysis of big data, which may overlook small spaces on the
Internet. Although the collection of big data, through methods like API scraping, of websites like
Twitter can provide a broad overview of Internet trends and subsequent responses, it may not
capture the nuance of the personal interactions that make up those larger trends (Recuber, 2017,
p. 48). Digital discourse analysis seeks to fill the gap left in scholarship conducted using big
data. Rather than concerning itself with the macro level of Internet scholarship, digital discourse
analysis derives value from the ability to get to parts of the Internet that are hard to reach or
understand with automated tools.
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Although Reddit is not what one might call a forgotten place on the Internet, the
fragmentation of users into subreddits means entire communities can go unnoticed by the
website at large. As a result, a study of trending communities on Reddit may leave out smaller
communities like r/Brooklyn. Digital discourse analysis is not intended to be widely
representative of public opinion, but instead demonstrate meaning making in online spaces as
well as how discourses, institutions, and ideologies have become embedded in online texts
(Recuber, 2017, p. 50). For example, data collection of #BlackLivesMatter and the response
#AllLivesMatter can demonstrate how national debate surrounding policing of marginalized
communities manifests online, but it does not show how an average person might make sense
and meaning of their world in online spaces.
Analysis of r/Brooklyn’s collective identity proceeded with observations of the subreddit
for a period of six months between June 2018 and December 2018. During this time I observed
interactions on Reddit by reading posts and comments made by members of the community
daily. Initial observations were intended to determine whether there was sufficient participation
in the community to warrant a study of interactions, as well as give me a sense of what topics
frequently appear on r/Brooklyn.
Analysis of r/Brooklyn’s collective identity proceeded with a data collection of posts
submitted to the subreddit by members of the community between March 2014 to March 2019.
An initial search for posts related to gentrification on r/Brooklyn was done by reviewing the topranked posts – those that received the highest amount of “upvotes” – from March 2018 to March
2019 using Reddit’s built-in filter system. Reddit’s filter system allows for viewing posts with
the highest rating (most upvoted) or those that are controversial (posts with an equal amount of
upvotes and downvotes); however, as r/Brooklyn is an active community the highest rated posts
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in a calendar year may change as users can continue to interact with posts six months after they
were submitted. As a result, posts referencing gentrification, neighborhood construction, advice
on what neighborhood to move to were downloaded as PDFs to preserve the integrity of the post1
as they were found at the time of writing.
After an initial review of r/Brooklyn’s most active submissions, a keyword search was
performed to identify submissions that were relevant to this study. The keyword phrases used to
identify posts for analysis were: apartment, building, construction, gentrify, gentrified,
gentrifying, moving, neighborhood, neighborhood advice, and neighborhood safety. Finally, the
search results for each term were read to determine if the content was relative to the study. For
example, when searching for “moving” posts about the neighborhood nightlife or neighborhood
safety were cataloged, but posts about the best moving company or commute times from one
neighborhood to another were eliminated.
In total 110 posts were collected from r/Brooklyn. Seven posts were immediately
eliminated because they did not generate any interaction between members of the community. A
qualitative analysis of the 103 remaining submissions to r/Brooklyn, consisting of 2,304
comments, were manually coded using NVivo qualitative data analysis software. Rather than
using NVivo’s computer assisted coding capabilities analysis proceeded manually because the
goal of this research was to observe the patterns of interaction between members of r/Brooklyn
rather than counting instances of identity or neighborhood descriptors. Additionally, Redditors’
use of sarcasm, memes, emojis, and Internet slang raised the possibility that automated coding
might result in the misinterpretation of the context of a comment or post. An initial read through
of the data sought to identify the neighborhoods members of r/Brooklyn talked about, as well as

1

Redditors may interact with any post up to six months after it is submitted to the website including upvoting and
downvoting, commenting, and deleting their own comments.
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how they described them. Next identity markers for race and class were identified in the
collected posts. Finally, attitudes toward gentrification—positive, neutral, or negative—were
noted, as well as how Redditors positioned themselves in the process of gentrification.
Using a directed approach to content analysis data collected from r/Brooklyn was
reviewed and coded to identify recurring themes in the patterns of interaction between members
of the community. A directed approach to content analysis seeks to validate or extend an existing
theoretical frame (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1281). The directed content analysis approach
permits the use of prior research to identify key concepts and variables as initial coding
categories thus allowing for greater confidence in the validity of the coding scheme (Potter &
Levine-Donnerstein, 1999, p. 266). In this case, Eliasoph’s and Lichterman’s theory of culture in
interaction was applied to the patterns of interaction between members of an online community.
This research sought to analyze how members of r/Brooklyn collectively create an
identity through repeated interactions on Reddit. Much like Eliasoph and Lichterman’s
observations of community activists and motorcycle club members, this research treats
r/Brooklyn as a setting for community interaction. Thus, rather than quantifying the language
used in comments, a discussion of my findings appears instead as a narrative that uses examples
which are representative of recurring community interactions. Future research on the patterns
r/Brooklyn’s community identity in virtual space might seek to quantify the language and
rhetoric highlighted in this thesis.

Gentrification in Physical and Virtual Space
Drawing on Erving Goffman’s conception of “fronts,” particularly the influence of
setting, and Eliasoph and Lichterman’s theory of culture in interaction, I situate the discourse
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found on r/Brooklyn as emblematic of the deeply ingrained racist and classist power structures
present offline. While the content and codes used on r/Brooklyn are not novel to the platform,
insofar as discussions of race and class are not limited to the virtual sphere, the lack of nonverbal cues on Reddit leads to the need to actively construct the boundaries of the r/Brooklyn
community. Rather than defining who can be a member of a group based on traditional identity
markers or on geographic location, Redditors on r/Brooklyn patrol the borders of their
community be establishing acceptable speech that is affirmed and supported by the community.
Members of the community who do not conform to the ideas r/Brooklyn values may be ignored
or actively attacked on the platform. As a result, users may perform an idealized identity (E.
Goffman, 1959) in an effort to conform to the group style (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003)
negotiated by members of the virtual community.
In the following chapter I will demonstrate how gentrification has historically affected
Brooklyn’s working-class neighborhoods and black and brown neighborhoods. In chapter three,
the results of the discourse analysis of r/Brooklyn are presented and discussed. Finally, chapter
four suggests that construction of an online culture that marginalizes the experiences and
knowledges of people of color is akin to the gentrification of virtual space, which allows for the
continued marginalization of people of color in physical space.
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CHAPTER II: GENTRIFICATION IN BROOKLYN
Social institutions help to provide structure to our social world. Defined as a complex of
positions, roles, and values that produce stable patterns of human activity, produce resources,
and reproduce individuals, social institutions play a vital role in sustaining societal structures
(Miller, 2014). Social institutions, whether they are governments, universities, or corporations,
typically reflect the beliefs and identities valued by a society. In the United States, social
institutions are largely controlled by upper-class, white, cisgender men. Thus, it follows that
American social institutions value ideas that reflect upper-class constructions of whiteness.
Furthermore, as one of the main components of social institutions is social reproduction,
American social institutions continue to perpetuate power structures that favor whiteness, high
socioeconomic status, and male perspectives. For example, in the United States one might look
to Congress – historically comprised of upper-class, white men – as a social institution whose
social reproduction favors American hegemonic norms. Even with the recent congressional
victories by women of color, Congress remains dominated by white men (Geiger, Bialik, &
Gramlich, 2019).
While governments, corporations, and universities have well-defined structures and
missions, one does not need to look to such well-established institutions to see the power of
hegemony in action. Instead, we might consider the neighborhood – made up of both physical
and virtual components – as a social institution in that it is comprised of a network of social
positions, provides resources, and reproduces itself through the social interactions of community
members who collectively define the identity of the neighborhood. In other words, because
neighborhoods often reflect our beliefs and values, we may consider how the collective identity
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of a neighborhood, and the discourse used to frame it in virtual space, are reflections of
established power structures.
In the following chapter I consider Brooklyn’s rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods as an
example of how American hegemony favors normative constructions of whiteness in physical
space. Although this is a departure from the previous chapter’s discussion of collective identity
construction in virtual space, observations of Brooklyn’s changing neighborhoods contextualize
the discourse that occurs in r/Brooklyn. As emphasized by Eliasoph and Lichterman, the setting
of social interaction has a high degree of influence on the patterns of interaction that will occur
within it. Thus, r/Brooklyn, by being a virtual community with a clearly-defined connection to a
physical space, will not only be influenced by its nature as a virtual community,
but also, by the racial and class structures deeply rooted in the history of Brooklyn as physical
space. The goal of the following chapter is to outline how the gentrification of two Brooklyn
neighborhoods – Crown Heights and Bedford-Stuyvesant (Bed-Stuy) – exemplifies the
construction of whiteness in physical space; thereby allowing for the analysis of discourse
surrounding gentrification in r/Brooklyn.

In Search of Authenticity
One of the most visible ramifications of racial and class-based power structures in the
United States is the gentrification of American cities. Gentrification of urban spaces, and its link
to racial and class power structures, has been the subject of scholarship (Barton, 2016; Osman,
2011; Yoon & Currid-Halkett, 2015) and popular reporting (Bellafante, 2018; Staley, 2018;
Woolfe, 2018; Yee, 2018) for decades; however, the ubiquity of social media provides a new
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lens for observing how individuals frame their changing world. To begin, we consider the
construction of whiteness in Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy.
Residents of Brooklyn, New York have long grappled with the processes and effects of
gentrification (Osman, 2011). New York City’s position as a global financial and cultural center
results in the migration of wealth to its borders. This influx of capital provides the possibility for
near constant development of the city and entire neighborhoods can be constructed and
reconstructed to provide opportunity for further economic growth. Unfortunately, as capital
flows into the city, its working-class residents are displaced as surviving on a low salary
becomes increasingly untenable in a city catering to its most affluent residents. Taken in tandem,
Brooklyn’s long-history of and ongoing processes of gentrification make it an ideal site for the
observation of the connection between physical and virtual manifestations of power structures.
Originally defined as the process of upgrading old working class buildings in London,
gentrification has come to be associated with upward class transformation and creation of
affluent space (Doucet, 2014), which requires the displacement of its previous occupants. As
Brooklyn’s poorest neighborhoods are primarily comprised of people of color, gentrification is
often associated with the destruction of black and brown neighborhoods in favor of the
construction of white spaces (Florida, 2016). The migration of white, affluent residents to a new
neighborhood would not be a problem on its own; however, neighborhood newcomers do not
typically maintain the community they move in to. As a result, gentrification leads to both the
displacement of the people making up a community, and the loss of the community’s identity,
experience, and knowledge.
Of course, a building – constructed with steel and concrete – does not actually hold the
memories of a people; however, the physical structures comprising a neighborhood serve to
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facilitate the creation of such identities, experiences, and knowledges. To an outsider the
neighborhood bodega – a local convenience store and deli – might simply be a place to pick up a
drink, sandwich, or cigarettes on their way to and from work. Yet, to people in the community,
the store and its clerk provides an impromptu gathering space where neighbors going about their
day might stop and chat while picking up a newspaper, coffee, or some last-minute groceries.
Indeed, more than just buildings in the neighborhood, spaces including churches, grocery stores,
bodegas, barber shops and hair salons, and restaurants, provide what Erving Goffman described
as the setting, or context, for identity creation and community interaction (1959).
For example, in Chicago, Gordon Douglas writes of the perpetual need to be at the city’s
“frontier” (2012). Yearning for what they perceive as the organic construction of community,
young, middle-class artists seek spaces that are simultaneously connected and disconnected from
the affluent neighborhoods they are fleeing. Whereas affluent neighborhoods are perceived to be
the epicenters of capitalism – complete with traditional capitalist markers such as Starbucks and
Whole Foods Market – working-class neighborhoods comprised of small “mom and pop”
businesses and unique gathering spaces are perceived to be untouched by capitalism’s sameness.
Therefore, to those living in upper-class neighborhoods, who are increasingly atomized from
their middle-class counterparts, the community created in working-class neighborhoods is
thought of as a panacea to later-modernity’s social alienation.
Members of the middle- and upper-class, fleeing the banality and sameness of the
suburbs, are drawn to working-class neighborhoods in part because of the availability of
inexpensive real estate, but also because of the community described above. Working-class
Brooklyn neighborhoods like Crown Heights, Bed-Stuy, Bushwick, and Sunset Park are valued
by newcomers due to their “authenticity,” which is often positioned as a foil to meticulously
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planned suburbs and upper-class urban neighborhoods. However, this appeal to a specific kind of
working-class authenticity ignores the oppressive capitalist structures that produce the need for
the formation of a close-knit community. Indeed, it would be disingenuous to position the
working-class neighborhoods of America’s urban centers as untouched by late-capitalism’s
influence. Instead, the strong sense of community found in working-class neighborhoods is a
direct response to capitalism’s unequal distribution of resources. While upper-class bohemians
fleeing suburbia might seek to cast off the suffocating constraints of capitalism and class identity
associated with suburban living, perhaps viewing urban life as a form of resistance to capitalism,
members of the working-class are often relegated to their neighborhoods through systemic
inequities including predatory lending, broken-windows policing, and discriminatory hiring
practices. Thus, while young artists and young urban professionals alike view working-class
neighborhoods as a reprieve from suburban life, their new working-class neighbors, who may
well be struggling to survive, construct a community to cope with the reality of being neglected
and devalued by the upper class.
Brooklyn’s black and brown working-class neighborhoods not only lack the comforts of
affluent neighborhoods, they lack necessities including grocery stores, well-resourced public
schools, and reliable public transportation. As a result, Brooklyn’s gentrifiers must participate in
the restoration of neighborhoods previously neglected by the city. Of course, the restoration of a
neighborhood benefits all its residents; however, during the process of economic development
long-time residents are pushed out of their neighborhoods as landlords seek to capitalize on a
neighborhood’s elevated status. It is in this migration and subsequent restoration that previously
black and brown neighborhoods are socially reproduced as white, upper-class neighborhoods.
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Suleiman Osman discusses the revitalization of working-class neighborhoods in The
Invention of Brownstone Brooklyn: Gentrification and the Search for Authenticity in Postwar
New York. Outlining how Brooklyn’s Cobble Hill, Carroll Gardens, and Brooklyn Heights
neighborhoods underwent gentrification in the 1970s, Osman underscores the presence of
American neoliberalism. Rather than work with each neighborhoods black and brown residents
and the New York City government to restore South Brooklyn, new residents championed
neighborhood revitalization through private means (Osman, 2011). Blocking public initiatives
for amenities including affordable housing and grocery stores, the new, mostly white, residents
of Cobble Hill, Carroll Gardens, and Brooklyn Heights believed any public effort to restore the
neighborhoods would result in a loss of authenticity. Consequently, neighborhood residents who
did not have the money to restore a four-story brownstone could either live in a dilapidated
building or leave the neighborhood. This boot-straps approach to neighborhood revitalization
displaced the community that initially attracted new residents; however, it also made room for a
new community comprised of middle-class and white residents. Therefore, we may conclude that
despite being attracted to working-class neighborhoods for their perceived authenticity, new
residents will produce a neighborhood that reflects their own identity and values.

Cafes and Condos
Judith Lovell, a resident of Brooklyn and writer for the blog OurBKSocial laments the
rapidly changing landscape of Crown Heights. In a blog post published in 2018 about the closing
of a local restaurant she writes: “Cafes and condos on every corner in Crown Heights— there’s
got to be more to life than this” (Lovell, 2015). Today, the same processes that transformed
South Brooklyn’s neighborhoods into a cluster of the most expensive zip codes in the city are
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changing Lovell’s Crown Heights neighborhood. Housing data compiled by Coredata.nyc from
2000 to 2016 shows a steady decline in the number of black residents living in historically black
neighborhoods. As the number of black residents living in these neighborhoods declines, the
number of white residents has increased dramatically. Along with newcomers, neighborhoods
undergoing rapid gentrification also experience steep increases in the market value of housing. A
review of the collected demographic and housing data reveals that most significant sites of
gentrification in Brooklyn from 2000 to 2016 were Bedford-Stuyvesant, Bushwick, Crown
Heights, and South Crown Heights/Lefferts Gardens.
Crown Heights, a neighborhood located in central Brooklyn, saw the percentage of black
residents decline from 78.1% in 2000 to 56.2% in 2016 At the same time, the percentage of
white residents living in the neighborhood increased from 7.4% to 23.5% (NYU Furman Center,
2018, p. 59). Greater diversity in the neighborhood is not a problem by itself; however, where
newcomers go, higher rents and new neighborhood initiatives follow. From 2010 to 2016 the
market price of a one-bedroom apartment in Crown Heights increased from $1,869 per month to
$2,500 per month – a 33.8% increase in the market value of neighborhood apartments (NYU
Furman Center, 2018, p. 59). Moreover, a substantial increase in the value of real estate, with
single-family homes rising from $288,619 in 2000 to $1,211,250 in 2016, places Crown Heights
among United States’ most gentrified zip codes (Szekely, 2018).
Similarly, Bedford-Stuyvesant, the neighborhood directly north of Crown Heights, has
become a beacon for white families and young professionals fleeing the astronomical housing
costs of Manhattan, as well as some of Brooklyn’s more affluent neighborhoods. Previously
regarded as one of the most dangerous neighborhoods in Brooklyn, the neighborhood’s image
has been transformed as real estate developers and real estate agents seek to capitalize on its
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quiet, tree-lined streets and historic brownstones. Since 2000 the percentage of black residents
living in the neighborhood decreased from 74.9% in 2000 to 49% in 2016. At the same time the
population of white residents living in the neighborhood has increased from 2.4% in 2000 to
26.2% 2016 (NYU Furman Center, 2018, p. 54). Again, data collected by New York City shows
that an increase in the white population of the neighborhood corresponds with an increase in the
median rent landlords advertise. From 2010 to 2016 the median market rate for an apartment in
the neighborhood rose from $1,900 per month to $2,400 per month – a 26.3% increase in the
asking price for apartments in the neighborhood (NYU Furman Center, 2018, p. 54).
Goffman notes that in addition to our speech and interactions with members of our
ingroup and outgroup, our surroundings also reflect our identity by providing the context for
daily interaction. Although one might not exert direct control over the openings and closings
neighborhood businesses, personal spending habits can be regarded as a reflection of individual
taste. In Crown Heights, the influx of white residents with greater spending power has coincided
with a flood of new businesses catering to their tastes. Franklin Avenue, one of the
neighborhood’s main thoroughfares, has become a destination for trendy bars and restaurants,
artisanal coffee, and boutique shopping. For example, in February 2018, Kelso, a West Indian
and Panamanian restaurant that served the community for more than 50 years, closed after the
owner cited the changing neighborhood palate and higher rents (Doig-Acuña, 2018). Similarly,
neighborhood favorite Glenda’s Restaurant, a roti shop that served Crown Heights’s West Indian
community, closed in 2015 due to a dwindling customer base (Lovell, 2015). In both instances,
despite net-gains in total population and household income, the businesses were forced to close
as the owners could no longer afford to keep the restaurants open as their customers left the
neighborhood.
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Glenda’s Restaurant and Kelso are just two examples of how the revitalization of Crown
Heights has not benefited the West Indian and working-class residents of the neighborhood.
Although, newcomers noted the strong sense of community in Crown Heights as a factor for
moving to the neighborhood, they have not preserved the community’s former gathering spaces.
Rather than frequenting Crown Heights’s existing businesses, new residents often travel to
nearby affluent neighborhoods, which they decry as inauthentic, to visit stores catering to middle
and upper-class tastes. Furthermore, new residents who do stay in Crown Heights tend to favor
restaurants and businesses that resemble those found in more affluent Brooklyn neighborhoods.
Through gentrification neighborhoods in Brooklyn are transformed to reflect the values
and tastes of the new, wealthier population. In the space of the neighborhood restaurant that
served delicacies from the residents’ home countries goes a coffee shop. The hair salon
specializing in braids is replaced by a salon that caters to the new white population. And the
grocery store that was once well stocked with saltfish, ox tail, and pork belly gives more shelf
space to foods familiar to the western palate, if it stays open at all. Locally owned businesses
catering to the Caribbean community have struggled to meet the tastes of young urban
professionals and white families. As a result, businesses that once served the community shutter
and longtime residents of the neighborhood lament the loss of the community they once knew
(Kaysen, 2017).
At its core the gentrification process acts as a form of erasure as entire communities,
previously ignored by the ruling class, become sites of displacement and of capitalist
development. As Crown Heights community staples such as Glenda’s Kitchen disappear to be
replaced by restaurants and shops catering to the neighborhood’s new demographic, the
experiences, knowledges and histories contained within the physical spaces is erased. Of course,
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the physical properties of a gathering space such as the tables and chairs, counter, and walls that
comprised the physical structure of Glenda’s Kitchen did not actually hold the experience and
knowledge of Crown Heights’s residents. However, it served as a gathering space where the
residents of a marginalized community could come together to celebrate their lives and
commiserate during their struggles. Furthermore, neighborhood establishments like Glenda’s
Kitchen provide institutional knowledge to the neighborhood by serving as a link between the
old members and new members of the community.
Thus, the displacement of an entire community removes the memories of past tenants
from the physical space. Worse though, is when the identity and knowledge of old residents is
appropriated, commodified, and sold to newcomers as an authentic representation of the
community. An extreme example of this occurred in 2017 when the owner of Summerhill, a
Nostrand Avenue cocktail bar that replaced a bodega, faced backlash from Crown Heights
residents after advertising “Forty Ounce Rosé” served in brown bags – a reference to 40-ounce
malt liquor marketed to black and Latinx communities – as well as the opportunity to sip
cocktails next to a “bullet hole-ridden wall” (Whitford, 2017). Longtime residents contended that
the bar’s owner used Crown Heights’s violent history to sell drinks to the neighborhood’s white
and middle- and upper-class residents. The construction of whiteness at Summerhill verges on
minstrelsy as it gives its patrons the opportunity to momentarily participate in stereotypical
representations of black urban living. Although the bar has since closed, it demonstrated how
gentrification often seeks to capitalize on harmful representations of black and brown
communities while minimizing the presence of people of color.
Along with new cafes, restaurants, and stores, new residences catering to young urban
professionals displace residents who previously lived in neighborhoods like Crown Heights and
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Bedford-Stuyvesant. As New Yorkers continue to flee to Brooklyn to escape the astronomical
rents in Manhattan, neighborhoods like Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy are attractive destinations
due to the aforementioned presence of vibrant communities and affordable rents. In Bed-Stuy,
warehouses, once abandoned, are converted into loft-style apartments as new residents trickle
into the neighborhood from the more affluent Fort Greene just a few blocks away (Roberts,
2011). Although residents who own brownstone buildings in the neighborhood have seen a
substantial increase to their homes value, residents who are renting apartments are forced to pay
higher rents or retreat further into Brooklyn.
Real estate developers and building owners have sought to capitalize on the soaring value
of the Brooklyn real estate market. In the most egregious examples of gentrification, landlords
have withheld heat and hot water from tenants in an effort to force long-time residents from their
buildings in order to make room for residents who can afford to pay a higher rent (Leland, 2017).
Although residents who are dealing with the flagrant breaking of New York City’s housing
statutes by their landlords may file formal complaints against them with New York’s Department
of Housing Preservation and Development, the city is often inundated with such complaints of
bad, neglectful, or abusive landlords resulting in a backlog of complaints that can delay
meaningful action for months or years. For example, in Crown Heights, residents of 930
Prospect Place and 940 Prospect Place filed more than 100 complaints against their building’s
management company as the landlord continually fails to provide heat or hot water (Leland,
2017). The residents of these buildings are not alone. In 2018 Brooklyn residents filed 1,271
complaints against their landlords for inadequate availability of heat and hot water.
As working-class residents of neighborhoods like Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy fight for
the right to heat and hot water – both of which must be provided by landlords according to city
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code – middle- and upper-class residents flocking to the neighborhood continue to seek out
luxury living spaces. In 2014 an eight-story luxury-condominium building opened on Eastern
Parkway in Crown Heights. The building, complete with a doorman and private outdoor space,
lists one-bedroom apartments at more than $3,000 per month. Another building, called “The
Dean,” on the border of Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy and near the now revitalized Franklin
Avenue, boasts a private gym and rooftop gardens, and apartments starting at $3,100 per month.
Both buildings offer a handful of affordable-housing units, but for the most part serve the more
affluent residents of Crown Heights. The median household income of Crown Heights has risen
from $43,000 in 2010 to $52,905 in 2016 (NYU Furman Center, 2018, p. 54), and with the
increase comes more interest from real estate developers hoping to capitalize on Brooklyn’s
newest trendy neighborhood. Of course, anybody is free to rent an apartment in either luxury
building, but the construction of luxury buildings has coincided with the influx of white residents
who have steadily raised the median household income of the neighborhood. Taking this into
consideration, along with the consistently poor treatment of residents by landlords of low-income
buildings, it is difficult to position the construction of new buildings as an effort to
simultaneously revitalize the neighborhood while also maintaining the old community.

Talking About Gentrification
Insofar as gentrification of American cities allows for the expansion of commercial
enterprise, the process of gentrification is indicative of an American hegemonic culture built on
capitalism. In this milieu, an individual’s or a community’s worth is determined by their ability
to participate in the economy. In the United States progress is inherently tied to capitalism and
opportunities for economic growth. Thus, when old homes and storefronts are replaced by luxury
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living spaces and trendy restaurants, the transformation is perceived as a sign of progress without
considering the community that was displaced.
One cannot overlook the market forces that play a major role in the advancement of
gentrification. However, the acceptance of the phenomenon as an inevitable function of the
housing market and economic forces, without regard for the inequitable distribution of resources
between communities, as well as misguided social policy, allows for the perpetuation of the myth
of American individualism. Thus, in an environment perceived to be entirely equitable, not only
are individuals unable to succeed they are deemed undeserving of assistance, and entire
communities are framed as unfit to participate in society. Victims of structural social inequality,
most often people of color and the working class, are systematically marginalized as they are
presumed to be lesser than their counterparts who succeed, at least partly, because of their
privileged position in the social hierarchy.
How individuals talk about and react to the shifting identity and transformation of a
neighborhood from one whose residents are predominantly working-class people of color to one
that is upper-class and white affects how the process of gentrification is framed (Brown‐Saracino
& Rumpf, 2011, p. 307), and, therefore, how working-class black and brown communities are
valued. Prior research suggests that framing gentrification often falls to established media outlets
(Brown‐Saracino & Rumpf, 2011; Rucks-Ahidiana, 2018); however, the proliferation of Web 2.0
applications affords Internet users the ability to construct their own narratives to frame their
social world. As a result, one must question how the construction of online communities may
contribute to or subvert the perpetuation of power structures that facilitate gentrification.
Often gentrification of black and brown neighborhoods does not proceed without protest
from communities in danger of being displaced (Howell, 2014; Kaysen, 2017; Leland, 2017;
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Roberts, 2011; Whitford, 2017). It is true that neighborhood revitalization brings new business
opportunities, lower crime rates, and more support from local politicians to places that were
previously economically depressed. New grocery stores, restaurants, and apartment buildings
might be welcomed in neighborhoods such as Crown Heights and Bed-Stuy whose black and
brown residents have long endured the consequences systemic inequality and institutional
racism. However, as neighborhood improvements fail to materialize until white residents move
in, thriving businesses, well-resourced schools, and sanitary living conditions become associated
with whiteness. Whether such an association is intentional is not the question of this thesis.
Instead, I examine how members of virtual communities frame events occurring in their social
world which leads to the enactment of racial power structures online.
In the following chapter I will observe how the construction of whiteness in physical
space through gentrification is discussed and negotiated in virtual space. In the digital age, as the
identities, knowledges, and experiences of people of color and the working-class continue to be
marginalized in physical space, one must consider how virtual communities contribute to a
culture of marginalization either by supporting or resisting gentrification. Members of
r/Brooklyn participate in identity negotiation as they share news articles and personal stories
about living in Brooklyn. Together they help define the collective identity of r/Brooklyn and
contribute to constructing the collective identity of the borough in physical space.
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CHAPTER III: DISCUSSING GENTRIFICATION ON REDDIT
The connection to historic structures of inequality in physical space is of vital importance
to online discourse, because it is impossible to acknowledge the “persistence of racism online”
without “simultaneously recognizing the deep roots of racial inequality in existing social
structures” (Daniels, 2013, p. 711). Gentrification is emblematic of the deeply-rooted social
inequality present in the United States. The displacement of people and culture – literally
pushing people of color to the margins of physical space – is consistently framed as progress, if it
is acknowledged at all. Whereas Herman and Chomsky argue that such a dismissive attitude
would be disseminated to the populous by journalists and media personalities (Herman &
Chomsky, 2002), I argue that such affective labor has been outsourced to all Americans with an
Internet connection. No longer isolated, the people who once made up the audiences of network
news and print media, can collaborate with one another to frame events occurring offline. In
these processes of meaning-making, individuals are afforded an opportunity to create and
distribute discourse that advances their ideologies. In virtual space it is the creation or adaptation
and subsequent performance of these ideologies that become the boundaries of a community.
In the following chapter I outline how American hegemony is adapted in the virtual
community of r/Brooklyn. Analysis of 103 Reddit posts related to gentrification, consisting of
2,304 comments made by Redditors in the community, reveals how members of r/Brooklyn
establish a collective community identity through recurring patterns of interaction that define the
ideal identity performance which become the boundaries for the community.
To begin, a description of r/Brooklyn’s “setting” in virtual space sets the scene for the
subsequent discussion of the various elements that contribute to r/Brooklyn’s group style. The
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discussion of the community’s group style is followed by examples of interactions between
community members that are representative of how r/Brooklyn frames gentrification.

r/Brooklyn’s Setting
Erving Goffman emphasizes the importance of the context in which social performances
occur. In physical spaces, the setting of a social interaction can greatly influence how social
performances are interpreted by the audience. The “appearance” and “manner” of a social actor
provides additional context for the content conveyed by their utterances. As a result, the “group
style” developed by a community is not only a product of linguistic exchange, but also the
appropriation and use of symbols and style. Virtual communities, like those on Reddit, cannot
provide the same level of context, thereby leaving room for greater interpretation of speech.
There are, of course, exceptions to the claim above. For instance, social media networks
allow users to post pictures, videos, and even stream live video feeds of themselves that lend
context for the claims they advance online. Likewise, some virtual spaces, including online video
games like World of Warcraft or Fortnite, afford users options to customize their avatars in ways
that can be used to communicate their identity. However, even in these settings where users may
provide context for their social performance, the audience can never guarantee the identity of the
social actor giving the performance. Indeed, the Internet adage “on the Internet nobody knows
you’re a dog” can still be true even in the social media era. In the absence of verifiable identity
traits, the claims advanced online become invaluable for constructing the virtual borders of the
community. As a result, greater attention must be paid to the textual exchanges between
community members in virtual space. Thus, even when a person is not directly identifying
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themselves through descriptions of their race, class, or gender their online aesthetic leaves a trail
of digital breadcrumbs that can be analyzed and interpreted to determine pieces of their identity.
r/Brooklyn exists as a virtual community within the larger website Reddit.com.
Redditors, that is users of the social media site itself, and those belonging to the r/Brooklyn
subreddit, referred to as subscribers, come together to discuss living and working in Brooklyn,
New York. To join r/Brooklyn one only needs to sign up for a free Reddit account and subscribe
to the subreddit. There is little barrier to entry into r/Brooklyn, making the establishment of a
group style an important factor for the formation of community boundaries. Although it is true
that Redditors may access nearly any subreddit they please, the value of their contributions
varies depending on how well they adhere to the subreddit’s group style. In this way gatekeeping
occurs once Redditors begin posting to specific subreddits. Consequently, as I will demonstrate
below, access to virtual communities can be simultaneously democratizing and problematic.
Typical submissions to the subreddit may include discussions about local news,
restaurant openings, or recommendations about what neighborhoods are best to live in. Although
membership to the community is not regulated – of course one need not present a signed rental
agreement for admission to r/Brooklyn – all users are expected to keep discussions focused on
life in Brooklyn. For example, tourists looking for lodging, restaurant, or sight-seeing
recommendations are not precluded from posting to the subreddit. However, non-community
members are not exempt from the group style established in the community, and posts that
violate these unwritten rules may be dismissed or met with hostility. The establishment of
r/Brooklyn’s group style, through repeated interactions within the virtual community, functions
as a boundary for the group. Without a group style, there would not exist a criterion for the
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evaluation of posts made to the community, and no way of discerning what constitutes a valuable
contribution to the group.
Redditors whose ideas and values align with those of the group are rewarded with
upvotes and affirmation from other commenters, while Redditors who advance claims that do not
reinforce the collective group identity are censured through downvotes and ridicule from other
Redditors who do not share their perspective. Admonishing community members who advance
claims that are counter to what is deemed acceptable by the larger community creates an
environment that is not conducive to the creation of a dialogue between community members. As
a result, rather than functioning as a space that can facilitate discussion between members of
Brooklyn’s diverse population, r/Brooklyn’s users create an echo chamber which reaffirms their
perceptions of Brooklyn at the expense of others’ perspectives.

r/Brooklyn’s Group Style
In chapter one, I discussed how Eliasoph and Lichterman define group style. Before
delving further into the politics of gentrification that r/Brooklyn promotes, I define their group
style, which will help us better understand how such politics operate online. Applying the theory
of culture in interaction to Reddit, extensive observation of the interactions between community
members on r/Brooklyn reveals a group style that is best described as “defensive liberalism.”
Drawing on classical definitions of liberalism (Gaus, Courtland, & Schmidtz, 2018),
r/Brooklyn’s recurrent patterns of interaction are biased toward protecting the liberties of the
individual at the expense of the group. Defensive language is repeatedly used in conversations
where a threat to individual freedom is perceived by members of the community. Often the
community will employ language that avoids or minimizes individual contributions to the
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perpetuation of unequal social structures. In other words, defensive liberalism is used by
Redditors who believe in the tenets of liberalism – self-determination, equal opportunity, free
expression, etc. – but do not want to accept responsibility for the repercussions of their actions.
In practice, the members of r/Brooklyn use defensive liberalism to frame gentrification as
an inevitable phenomenon that cannot be blamed on anything other than market forces and the
decisions of individuals in non-white2 and working-class communities. Their group style
replicates and reinforces a deeply-rooted American, and capitalist, ideology that emphasizes
individual freedom over collective responsibility. On Reddit, this style is commodified and
performed in a manner so hyperbolic it leaves little room for reasoned debate. In these
conversations nuanced exploration of new ideas is nearly non-existent with interactions
devolving into little more than virtual shouting matches. Thus, much as one would expect from a
group espousing hyperbolic individualistic language, stories of struggle in communities of color
and evidence of systemic inequality are met with criticism from r/Brooklyn.
Rather than engage with the underlying structural issues that give rise to gentrification,
users advance claims that impoverished groups of people should work harder as to avoid future
displacement. Furthermore, members or r/Brooklyn minimize their contribution to the process of
gentrification by saying they are exercising their freedom to live in any neighborhood they please
and cannot be held individually responsible for the displacement of communities. Although it is
true that gentrification is a structural issue, members of r/Brooklyn do not see themselves as part
of a larger group that benefits from gentrification. Moreover, while participating in discussions
on r/Brooklyn they fail to recognize the community as an echo chamber that provides a space for

2

Non-white is used here because Redditors make little distinction between different communities of color when
discussing gentrification.
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the mostly white, 18-39-year-old, male population of Reddit (Barthel, Stocking, Holcomb, &
Mitchell, 2016) to collectively disregard their contribution to gentrification.
During observations of r/Brooklyn’s defensive liberalism, three categories developed
which ultimately contribute to the group’s overall style. First, r/Brooklyn’s members practice
compulsory whiteness. That is, unless one specifies their racial background in a comment,
Redditors participating in discussions on r/Brooklyn will assume that the user they are
interacting with is white. Lisa Nakamura argues that such racial passing in virtual space has
become the norm as it does not “threaten the integrity of a national sense of self which is defined
as white” (Nakamura, 2002a, p. 58). However, Henry Jenkins contends the phenomenon is “not
the product of overt racism,” but reflective of “white participants’ obliviousness about operating
in a multiracial context” (Jenkins, 2002). No matter the cause of compulsory whiteness in virtual
space, within the context of r/Brooklyn such language negates the racial components of
gentrification discussions. Discourse proceeds in a manner that actively diminishes and erases
both the experiences and physical presence of people of color in the borough. Such compulsory
whiteness functions as a defensive mechanism for Reddit. By flattening the identities of nonwhite communities, members of r/Brooklyn can ignore the fact that not all groups in the U.S.
benefit from the liberal ideology.
Much like compulsory whiteness, the second element of r/Brooklyn’s defensive
liberalism, seeks to minimize the presence of people of color. “Liberal racism” on r/Brooklyn
consistently rewards racially coded speech, or speech that carries racial undertones as a form of
good participation, while punishing those users who post explicitly racist content. Informed by
liberal ideology, which tends to view constructions of race as independent of market-driven
power structures, Redditors practice a color-blindness in their discussions with one another under
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the assumption that claims posited as “rational” cannot be racist. Just as before, this element of
r/Brooklyn’s group style can be viewed as a defense mechanism. Rather than acknowledge the
racial implications of gentrification in Brooklyn, Redditors can frame the transformation of
Brooklyn as one of progress.
The final aspect of r/Brooklyn’s group style occurs when a member of the community
threatens the accepted norms of the group. “Defensive acknowledgment” occurs when a member
of r/Brooklyn forces the community to acknowledge the repercussions of their ideological
beliefs, and other members of the community quickly rush to restore the accepted status quo. In
practice, members of r/Brooklyn will acknowledge that gentrification exists but will actively
deny their culpability in the phenomenon. Unable or unwilling to see themselves as part of a
larger group, Redditors will emphasize their status as individuals exercising their liberties
thereby reinforcing American hegemonic norms which value individual freedom.
To begin let us examine the discussion that occurs on a post submitted by
u/jealousactress3. It should be noted that quotes from r/Brooklyn were not edited in order to
preserve the integrity of the collected data. In the post titled, “How's Bushwick living-wise?” the
author indicates that she is concerned about the safety of Bushwick, a neighborhood that is still
largely made up of working-class Latinx people (NYU Furman Center, 2018, p. 55), but the
demographics of which have begun to shift as young white residents are attracted to the
neighborhood for its lively art scene and proximity to Williamsburg. u/jealousactress writes:
I'm looking at an apartment there this weekend, and would like to know how the area is.
I'm a 23 year old female, so really wanting to know how safe it is. Searched some old
posts, but they all date back at least a couple of years ago. Any help and advice or any
other affordable areas would be appreciated! (u/jealousactress, 2015)
3

Reddit usernames are stylized on the site as u/username to differentiate Redditor’s names from subreddit names
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While one may follow the digital breadcrumbs on u/jealousactress’s Reddit post history,
this post gives us little information about who she is and why she may be concerned about her
safety. As a result, other members of r/Brooklyn make assumptions about her identity.4 It is true
that Bushwick has a history gang violence (Curtis, 1998, p. 1265), which might warrant cause for
concern from prospective residents. However, crime in Bushwick has decreased significantly in
the last decade (NYPD CompStat Unit, 2018, 2018), mirroring nationwide crime trends.
Given the steady decrease in violent crime, one might instead consider u/jealousactress’s
concern from the perspective of gender. Unfortunately, the relatively high probability of
becoming a victim of sexual violence may alter the way women move through space and could
result in individuals taking precautions to ensure their safety. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 20% of women in the United States will be the raped at some
point in their lives (Black et al., 2010). From this perspective u/jealousactress’s question is one
that is reasonable and worth asking, especially if she is not familiar with Brooklyn’s
neighborhoods. However, this too demonstrates a misunderstanding of crime and safety in urban
centers. According to the Department of Justice, for college-aged women who have experienced
a sexual assault, “the offender was known to the victim in about 80% of rape and sexual assault”
incidents (Langton, 2014, p. 8). Thus, we might consider that while u/jealousactress is perfectly
within her right to fear becoming a victim of sexual assault due to her lack of familiarity with the
neighborhood, the fear of a stranger assaulting her may be rooted in a misconception of workingclass men of color as dangerous.
The top two replies to the post sarcastically attempt to keep u/jealousactress away from a
neighborhood lest it gentrify even further, thereby assuming she is a member of the middle-class
Another curious aspect about r/Brooklyn’s style is the use of “male” and “female” to denote gender. The clinical
nature of such differentiation is not unique to r/Brooklyn and may be worth exploring in future research examining
discourse in virtual space.
4
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who can contribute to gentrification. However, a comment chain started by
u/natronimusmaximus reveals hidden racial tensions within the r/Brooklyn community. The first
comment in this comment thread between r/Brooklyn members describes Bushwick as a good
neighborhood to live in, noting that the “vibe” of the neighborhood can vary from block to block,
but overall it is “safe and vibrant” (u/natronimusmaximus, 2015a). Relative to the other
comments on the post, this comment has received few upvotes which indicates that members of
r/Brooklyn may not share u/natonimusmaximus’ view of the neighborhood. In a reply, another
member of r/Brooklyn named u/RobotPigOverlord dismisses the claim that Bushwick is a safe
neighborhood with an anecdote that cannot easily be affirmed or denied by other members of the
community.
Well my house had guys try to break into it while me and my mom were home and then a
week later 5 guys with baseball bats showed up and tried to extort money from us
because apparently we offended them by having a Polish handyman crew and not a black
handyman crew… So yeah tell me about how fucking safe it is. (u/RobotPigOverlord,
2015)
u/RobotPigOverlord’s comment received more upvotes than the comment they replied to.
Although u/jealousactress has not indicated her race or ethnicity in the original post,
u/RobotPigOverlord’s comment assumes that she would not be safe in Bushwick based on the
racial demographics of the neighborhood due to her presumed – and unconfirmed – whiteness.
By assuming u/jealousactress’ race, u/RobotPigOverlord associates safety with whiteness and
places non-white people in opposition to said safety. Their reply indicates a belief that the
neighborhood is only safe for people of color who would remain inconspicuous within its
borders. Not only does this perpetuate the idea that people of color are less likely to care about
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neighborhood safety, it erases the potential for people of color to be victims of crime in their own
neighborhoods. Moreover, it conveys the idea that racial tensions in the neighborhood are
creating dangerous conditions for white residents, despite evidence that shows that white people
living in non-white neighborhoods perceive an amplified threat to their safety, which runs
counter to reality (Cho & Ho, 2018, p. 20).
None of the replies to u/RobotPigOverlord question the veracity of the anecdote; instead,
members of r/Brooklyn accept it as truth and suggest that the people of color living in Bushwick
are “for better or worse, racist / racially biased” (u/natronimusmaximus, 2015b). This perception
is at least partially accurate – people of color may feel threatened by the presence of white
people moving to their neighborhoods. However, unlike the amplified threat perception
experienced by white people, the threat felt by people of color is not unfounded. When white
people move to non-white neighborhoods their “disproportional fear of minority groups [can
have] long-term structural consequences” such as harsher policing targeting non-white groups,
which makes the neighborhood less safe for people of color (Cho & Ho, 2018, p. 23). The
comment that describes Bushwick as a safe and vibrant neighborhood more closely matches
reality; however, users on r/Brooklyn, assuming each other to be white, prefer to engage in
conversations that reinforce negative stereotypes about the neighborhood, and communities of
color more generally, while simultaneously denying their own complicity in the perpetuation of
racist power structures. This discourse provides a defense for r/Brooklyn’s embrace of
liberalism. Gentrification may proceed without thought for the community already present in a
neighborhood because they have been reduced to a false perception of criminality. Thus, the
replacement of the community is defined in terms of progress rather than loss.
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A comparable interaction occurs when another member of r/Brooklyn asks the
community for their opinion about moving to Crown Heights. In her post titled “Young Female
moving to Crown Heights. is it safe?” u/lina8670 writes: “I’ve found this great renovated 1 br in
Crown heights around Utica Ave and sterling place around the 4 train. Just wondering and
concerned if this is a safe neighborhood?” (u/lina8670, 2016). Again, the author of the post does
not indicate her racial or ethnic background; the only information r/Brooklyn is given about her
is that she identifies as a “young female” and that she is considering moving to Crown Heights.
Like u/jealousactress, u/lina8670 indicates that she is concerned about Crown Heights’s
reputation as a dangerous Brooklyn neighborhood. Much like Bushwick, Crown Heights also has
a history of gang violence, and is often remembered as the site of a race riot in the summer of
1991 when tensions between the neighborhood’s black and Orthodox Jewish residents reached a
violent boiling point (Berger, 2014). However, keeping in line with local and national trends,
Crown Heights’s crime rate has decreased dramatically over the last 20 years (NYPD CompStat
Unit, 2019).
The replies to u/lina8670 demonstrate how members of r/Brooklyn construct virtual
space as white space by assuming the identity of the post’s author. The top comment
recommends avoiding the east section of Crown Heights in favor of moving to the center of the
neighborhood, which is closer to more affluent neighborhoods:
Personally I wouldn't live past New York ave at the furthest east in Crown Heights, and I
wouldn't really recommend a young female live past Nostrand. East into Crown Heights
you will certainly see some beautiful, big, affordable places to live. Still not worth it in
my opinion. (u/Corgana, 2016)
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On the surface this comment seems inoffensive; u/Corgana is simply suggesting that the post’s
author would be more comfortable somewhere else, and if we knew u/lina8670’s identity this
may be true. Yet, interrogating this claim more deeply demonstrates the dichotomy between how
r/Brooklyn views the experiences of white women and women of color. Crown Heights, a
neighborhood of 134,788 people, does not restrict the movement of its residents, allowing us to
reasonably conclude that young women do indeed live on Utica Avenue. Comments like
u/Corgana’s erase the existences of the young women of color who live in working-class, nonwhite neighborhoods. Whether intentional or not, the claim advanced here – that young women
are not safe on Utica Avenue – is speaking more about the safety of white, middle- and upperclass women, than it is about working-class women of color who already call Utica Avenue
home.
Another exchange in response to u/lina8670 further reinforces r/Brooklyn’s group style
of compulsory whiteness. To make the author more comfortable, u/urrutia86 references the
neighborhood’s changing demographics noting the amount of “‘white girls’ walking around” as
evidence that the neighborhood is safe for everyone (u/urrutia86, 2016). Not only does their
comment assume u/lina8670 is white, it also associates safety with whiteness and femininity,
thereby reinforcing the perception of black masculinity as a threat to society. This time the
compulsory whiteness component of r/Brooklyn’s group style is challenged by another member
of the community, u/Stingy_Jack, who points out that u/lina8670 never indicated her racial
identity (u/Stingy_Jack, 2016). However, another user quickly comes to u/urrutia86’s aid and reestablishes the accepted group style by telling u/Stingy_Jack that “‘Is thing safe?’ tends to be a
White Person question” (u/xXxdethl0rdxXx, 2016). For reference, the exchange can be viewed
in its entirety in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Conversation format example in r/Brooklyn. Conversation started by u/urrutia86. (2016,
January 14). Young Female moving to Crown Heights. is it safe? [Reddit comment]. Retrieved April 19,
2019, from r/Brooklyn website:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Brooklyn/comments/40xbe8/young_female_moving_to_crown_heights_is_it_s
afe/

The exchange described above is demonstrative of how social actors construct reality in
virtual space. The racial identities of u/jealousactress and u/lina8670 are unknown to the
members of r/Brooklyn, but through repeated interactions on the website members of the
community conclude that questions about safety are usually asked by white people. The recurrent
patterns become the shared ground for interactions, thereby creating a front that can be used to
quickly determine the proper response for future interactions.
Conversations that negatively portray working-class neighborhoods and communities of
color as dangerous places, despite contradictory evidence, help to reinforce the idea that
gentrification is desirable regardless of the damage it does to the existing community. By
assuming a member of r/Brooklyn is white and coding concern for safety as one that is “white,”
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the members of r/Brooklyn perpetuate the idea that communities of color are not concerned with
the safety of their neighborhoods. Such racist assumptions, deeply engrained in American
culture, lead to the acceptance of harmful theories such as the “culture of poverty,” that
ultimately validate paternalistic policies which remove agency from communities of color.
More than removing agency from people of color, r/Brooklyn’s compulsory whiteness
erases their existence entirely, and creates a space where conversations about gentrification in the
community proceed without the need to acknowledge differing perspectives, and importantly the
perspectives of groups being displaced. As a result, the group’s style of defensive liberalism
thrives as users can champion the liberties of individuals while avoiding acknowledging the
consequences for perpetuating the larger social structure in which they exist. However, there are
occasions where counter-claims are advanced by members of r/Brooklyn who are conscious of
how their racial and class status contribute to or are affected by gentrification. In these instances,
there exists the potential for the social performance of the r/Brooklyn community to grind to a
halt. Thus, in an effort to save the social performance and re-establish the accepted group style,
Redditors on r/Brooklyn turn to defensive responsibility of social issues and liberal racism to
excuse their contributions to gentrification.
r/Brooklyn’s “liberal racism” can be partially seen in the examples above. In my analysis
of 103 posts to r/Brooklyn, liberal racism was most prevalent when users asked for advice about
where to move. Additionally, submissions intended to promote discussion of gentrification, such
as those where the community member posted a news article about gentrification, generated
racist responses that positioned gentrification as the solution to poverty and high crime rates. For
example, Redditors who gave advice about desirable neighborhoods often associated whiteness
with safety and blackness with danger and criminality, despite the existence of crime statistics
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that disprove their generalizations. However, these misrepresentations are often posited in a way
that sounds reasonable. As such, even if a member of r/Brooklyn disagrees with a claim that
reinforces harmful stereotypes about communities of color it can be difficult to refute the claim.
Take for example another discussion about neighborhood safety – this time discussing
Bed-Stuy – that once again asks if the neighborhood is safe for a “young female” to work in. The
lengthy post describes a young teacher who has received a job offer at a public charter school in
the neighborhood, and is interested in accepting the position, despite concerns from her family
and friends. She writes:
As a young female I am very concerned about the crime, gangs, and shooting I have read
about it in these areas. … So basically my big question is - will I be relatively safe
driving to this school, walking to and from my car, and working here?? (u/Hopps56,
2014)
For the most part the responses to the post inform u/Hopps56 that she will be safe commuting to
and from work. For example, one response, from a fellow teacher who works in the area, informs
the author that she has never felt like she was in danger of being assaulted. However, just below
her comment the discussion devolves into one that legitimizes the devaluation of communities of
color.
In a response to u/Hopps56 a member of r/Brooklyn, u/rbmichael, posts what he
describes as a “few non scientific ways of judging how ‘safe’ a neighborhood is in Brooklyn”
(u/rbmichael, 2014). Their post devises a rudimentary “safety rating” based on how many
markers of gentrification are present in the neighborhood, without ever mentioning the racial or
class make-up of the neighborhoods they are writing about. u/rbmichael’s criteria for safety is as
follows:
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Add a point for every nearby Starbucks. Add a point for every nearby brunch restaurant
with outdoor seating. Add a point for every female white blonde runner you see. Add
another point for restaurants that have outdoor seating at night too (the sidewalk, doesn't
count if it's in the back)
Remove a point for every crown fried chicken place. Remove a point every time you hear
very loud aggressive rap music from a car with the windows down. Remove two points
for every liquor store or deli with plexiglass separation. Add a point for liquor stores with
no plexiglass separation.
Add a point if the laundry drop off service costs > 85 cents/pound. Remove a point if the
laundry drop off service costs < 70 cents/pound (u/rbmichael, 2014)
Analyzing these claims, one immediately notices that u/rbmichael does not use explicitly
racialized language; however, the use of coded language reveals the true intention of the post.
Much like the philosophy of liberalism, r/Brooklyn’s group style attempts to move beyond race
as its users practice what can be described as “color-blindness.” Thus, the series of observations
u/rbmichael makes is not presented as a comparison of black neighborhoods and white
neighborhoods, but a comparison of dangerous neighborhoods and safe neighborhoods.
Ultimately, this veiled racism perpetuates negative stereotypes about communities of color
without ever acknowledging the racial component of the claims being made. To use Erving
Goffman’s terms, the impression u/rbmichael gives is one of objectivity – he observes
characteristics of supposedly safe and unsafe neighborhoods – while the impression he gives off
is one that implicitly associates whiteness with safety and blackness with danger.
First compare the type of chain eating establishment sanctioned by u/rbmichael –
Starbucks versus Crown Fried Chicken. Not only does this provide an example of how racial
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power structures are upheld on r/Brooklyn, it also demonstrates how class stratification is
enacted in online interactions. The presence of Starbucks and coffee shops has long been
acknowledged as a barometer for the level of gentrification in a neighborhood (Papachristos,
Smith, Scherer, & Fugiero, 2011). Prior research has shown that the coffee shops are typically
concentrated in “predominantly White neighborhoods with high levels of education and mean
family income” (Papachristos et al., 2011, p. 226). On the other hand, Crown Fried Chicken, and
its sister establishment Kennedy Fried Chicken, are generally viewed as markers of
impoverished, non-white neighborhoods (A. Goffman, 2009, p. 342). Although the language
used by u/rbmichael does not explicitly address race, his inclusion of a point system that rewards
the presence of Starbucks while penalizing the presence of Crown Fried Chicken literally
devalues neighborhoods that have not been endorsed by Starbucks’s corporate ownership, and,
when considering the distribution of Starbucks establishments, by proxy, non-white
communities.
Any suspicion that u/rbmichael’s comment is about anything other than race is confirmed
by the inclusion of “white female blonde runners” as an indicator that a neighborhood is safe.
Here u/rbmichael breaks from the performance of reasonableness and color-blind racism, to
explicitly acknowledge his belief that the presence of people of color is indicative of a dangerous
neighborhood. Whether u/rbmichael intentionally meant to disparage communities of color is of
little importance (however, it seems naïve to come to any other conclusion). Ultimately,
u/rbmichael’s answer to u/Hopps56’s question, simply by contributing to the discourse,
reinforces a perception of communities of color as dangerous simply because they deviate from
the normative hegemonic culture found in white neighborhoods.
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Comments like u/rbmichael’s reduce communities of color to nothing more than homes
for fast-food and violence, and subsequently devalue the neighborhood based on a
misrepresentation. Rather than acknowledge systemic social inequality, resulting unequal
economic opportunity, generational poverty, poor community health, etc., as the leading causes
of crime in non-white neighborhoods, discourse on r/Brooklyn attributes crime to perceived
cultural deficiencies and pathology. As a result, people of color are viewed as threats to their
own community, and gentrification is positioned as a remedy to the poverty, crime, and violence
that plague America’s urban centers. Redditors on r/Brooklyn work to perpetuate an idea that
nothing of value is lost when communities of color and working-class communities are
displaced, explaining that past residents were unable to sufficiently take care of their
neighborhoods.
Another example of r/Brooklyn’s group style of liberal racism occurs when community
member, u/mad_spicy, submits an article from The Guardian titled “A tale of two Brooklyns:
there's more to my borough than hipsters and coffee” for consideration by r/Brooklyn
(Kasperkevic, 2014; u/mad_spicy, 2014). The article decries representations of Brooklyn that
portray a monolithic Brooklyn culture based on affluent neighborhoods such as Park Slope and
Williamsburg, rather than highlight the diversity that exists within the 70 square miles that
comprise the borough (Kasperkevic, 2014). Worth noting is that Jana Kasperkevic’s writing does
not belittle affluent neighborhoods; rather, it simply suggests that there are more to non-white,
working-class neighborhoods than crime statistics. However, the post is immediately met with
criticism from u/lady_cardamom who believes it is overly critical of her decision to live in an
affluent neighborhood that she believes is safer than Brooklyn’s less affluent neighborhoods.
“Pieces like this irritate me because it's like they want me to feel guilty for choosing to live in
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Brownstone Brooklyn because I'm less likely there to be stabbed or mugged” writes
u/lady_cardamom, who repeatedly affirms her position as simply wanting to acknowledge that
some neighborhoods are safer than others (2014).
Claims like the one made by u/lady_cardamom are difficult to negotiate because they are
not explicitly racist and come across as sensible. Again, much like the previous example, it is not
unreasonable to want to feel safe in one’s home. The issue is not that u/lady_cardamom wants to
feel safe in her home; it is how she defines safety. In a reply to u/lady_cardamom, another
Redditor points out that neighborhoods like Sunset Park and Bay Ridge are safe, even though
they are not a part of “Brownstone Brooklyn.” Sunset Park, a working-class neighborhood with a
majority Chinese and Mexican immigrant population, enjoys a low crime rate comparable to
Park Slope, the upper-class, white neighborhood endorsed by u/lady_cardamom. However,
despite evidence to the contrary, u/lady_cardamom reasserts her original position, writing:
Some neighbourhoods are safer than others. Some streets in some neighbourhoods are
safer than others. Acknowledging that doesn't mean I'm calling the rest of the place crime
ridden, it means some places are less safe than others and I'm choosing to mitigate my
risk factors here. (u/lady_cardamom, 2014)
Much like u/rbmichael’s comment, u/lady_cardamom’s reply to a post that sought to
acknowledge the value of working-class and non-white neighborhoods demonstrates
r/Brooklyn’s liberal racism. Her comment is not overtly racist, but, again, associates white
communities with safety and non-white communities with crime and danger. When other
members of the community challenge the claim being made by u/lady_cardamom she uses
defensive language to deny her culpability in perpetuating negative stereotypes about workingclass and non-white communities. As a result, negotiating the claim being made by
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u/lady_cardamom becomes difficult as she refused to acknowledge the true point of contention
being raised by the other commenter. Instead, she reasserts her ability to choose where she wants
to live. Although, none of the replies to her comment challenge her freedom, such a deflection
allows for the discussion to proceed without ever acknowledging the problematic nature of the
original comment. Thus, despite a lack of evidence that neighborhoods like Park Slope, Cobble
Hill, and Carroll Gardens are significantly safer than the neighborhoods highlighted in
Kasperkevic’s article, the myth that any neighborhood lacking the familiar markers of
gentrification – Starbucks instead of fried chicken chains, Whole Foods Market instead of
independent markets, and white runners instead of non-white runners – is of lesser value is
accepted as legitimate.
It should be noted that not every Redditor commenting on r/Brooklyn upholds the
defensive liberalism that saturates discourse in the community. Indeed, social performances
consist of social actors making and negotiating claims to reach an accepted meaning of a given
situation. On r/Brooklyn, the claim that working-class and non-white neighborhoods are
dangerous, and therefore, less valuable than affluent white neighborhoods may be met with
criticism from other members of the community. As the examples above demonstrate, this sort of
contention is needed to firmly establish the boundaries of community behavior.
The final element of r/Brooklyn’s group style, defensive responsibility, was most
prevalent when a community member voiced frustration with the rapid gentrification of their
neighborhood. Rather than engage in a discussion to understand the perspectives of long-time
residents being displaced by gentrification, members of r/Brooklyn sought to rationalize the
phenomenon as one that is ultimately beneficial for the neighborhood, without acknowledging
that the existing community in the neighborhood is unlikely to benefit from said changes.
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Ultimately, when given a chance to enter a dialogue with Redditors claiming to identify as nonwhite and working-class, members of r/Brooklyn actively marginalized their voices rather than
engage with them.
For example, in a post about the gentrification of Bed-Stuy, u/trooper843 submits an
article from the Daily News titled “Goodbye, my Bed-Stuy” for consideration by the group
(Howell, 2014; u/trooper843, 2014). The article highlights the rapid gentrification of the
neighborhood which has resulted in the beautification of its streets and brownstone buildings, but
also the displacement of large portions of its black residents who have moved to far-flung
Brooklyn neighborhoods like Brownsville and East New York, if they haven’t decided to leave
the borough entirely (Howell, 2014). Moreover, the author of the article laments the destruction
of the Caribbean neighborhood he grew up with, and the hypocrisy of politicians who only paid
attention to the neighborhoods problems when white residents began to move in.
The article is not meant to antagonize; rather, it is meant to pay homage to the
community that is being displaced. However recurring interactions between members of
r/Brooklyn reveal that acknowledgement of displaced communities is viewed as an attack on
newcomers. As a result, members of r/Brooklyn, many of whom indicate their status as
gentrifiers in their interactions on the subreddit, seek to minimize their contribution to
gentrification or deny the gravity of the situation. The top-rated comment on the post comes from
u/srslywtfreddit, who seeks to equate the current displacement of Bed-Stuy’s black residents
with white flight, which resulted with most of the neighborhood’s white residents leaving for
Long Island, New York. They write:
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Ok, so where was the article on the white man remembering the neighborhood and
mourning what it became back in the 60s? Oh, would that make people too
uncomfortable and be considered too divisive to be constructive?
Then why is this ok? (u/srslywtfreddit, 2014)
The replies to the comment above affirm u/serslywtfreddit’s reading of the submitted article.
Rather than acknowledging the structural issues at the heart of the article posted, members of
r/Brooklyn work to marginalize users who acknowledge the damage that gentrification has on
community. In fact, pro-gentrification community member, u/RobotPigOverlord, who was
highlighted in an earlier example on compulsory whiteness, replies “Fuck this ‘good old days’
bullshit. People just romanticize the location where they had their youth. How is a shitty
dangerous neighborhood turning into a safe nicer place a bad thing?” (u/RobotPigOverlord,
2014).
This comment demonstrates another aspect of the defensive responsibility trait that
contributes to r/Brooklyn’s overall group style. As members of r/Brooklyn participate in
discussions that affirm the superiority of white hegemony they devalue the communities found in
non-white neighborhoods. Such discourse effectively “others” people of color which makes the
continued marginalization of their communities far easier. After all, if a group of people is
systematically dehumanized little thought need be given to the destruction of their homes, stores,
places of worship, and community gathering spaces. For u/RobotPigOverlord, the displacement
of a non-white people does not result in loss, but instead, opportunity for something better – a
community that aligns with the hegemonic norms of white America.
While responses seeking to absolve one’s self from contributing to gentrification are not
necessarily intended as racist, they still perpetuate a larger problem uncovered in an analysis of
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r/Brooklyn’s group style – the erasure of identity, knowledge, and experience of people of color.
For example, a post titled “Gentrification=white devils” contains a screen capture of text
originally posted on Tumblr (Figure 3.2) that laments Brooklyn’s rapidly changing
neighborhoods, and the resulting displacement of longtime residents (u/quesoqueso420, 2017).

Figure 3.2. Image posted to r/Brooklyn. Image posted by u/quesoqueso420. (2017, March 7).
Gentrification = white devils [Reddit submission]. Retrieved April 19, 2019, from r/Brooklyn website:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Brooklyn/comments/5y29ud/gentrification_white_devils/

The reddit post containing the screenshot includes contains no additional text, other than
the title, “Gentrification=white devils,” to provide context. As there is no accompanying text
there is little way to verify the intent of the Redditor who posted the screenshot. The original
Tumblr post was not necessarily meant to antagonize white people; however, one might argue
that the author of the post has subverted typical racialized language by similarly reducing white
people to nothing but their race. What is undeniable is the author’s frustration about the influx of
white residents that signals the impending gentrification and displacement of black and brown
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residents. However, given the propensity of r/Brooklyn’s members to dismiss the concerns of
communities of color and working-class communities, one can reasonably assume that the author
intended to characterize anti-gentrification sentiments as hyperbolic. The top comment by
u/LennyLongshoes on the post “Gentrification=white devils” confirms this reading, as it seeks to
minimize the significance of gentrification and discredits the pain expressed by the author of the
Tumblr post.
I love how black people lay claim to all the old Jewish and Italian neighborhoods.
Canarsie? Still full of old Jews & Italians that didn't sell in the 80s. Bedstuy still has
menorahs on doors. ENY? Most of the churches are old synagogues…Neighborhoods go
through cycles. Stop pretending you were there first. (u/LennyLongshoes, 2017)
With nearly 60 upvotes, 40 more than the next comment, the response by u/LennyLongshoes is
certainly an example of the kind of participation that is rewarded on r/Brooklyn. A common
theme present in posts about Brooklyn’s gentrifying neighborhoods is the impulse to appropriate
the language used by those protesting gentrification. In the case above, the comment attempts to
claim that longtime residents protesting gentrification are hypocritical because they may have
also been new residents in their neighborhood. However, this argument relies on an assumption
that the true authenticity of a neighborhood can be precisely located in time and space.
Presuming that authenticity is entirely subjective, and therefore, impossible to locate, one must
question when a neighborhood achieves authenticity and for what population.
Although some users try to provide a counternarrative to r/Brooklyn’s accepted view of
gentrification, their posts and responses do not receive the same levels of positive feedback.
Responding to u/LennyLongshoes, u/DolceDolce writes “You cannot compare white flight to
gentrification…Gentrification is the complete opposite. People are being priced out and then
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pushed out and displaced with no where to go. Gentrification has minimal benefit to the people
that are victims of it” (2017). With only 20 upvotes, u/DolceDolce’s comment is not nearly as
well received as the one that portrays gentrification as a cyclical phenomenon that cannot be
avoided. Not only does u/DolceDolce’s comment allude to the existence of racial power
structures, it also provides a window to consider class structures. The cycles of change that
u/LennyLongshoes refers to were driven by the opportunities afforded to working-class white
communities in the 1950s and 1960s. The upward socioeconomic mobility possible for these
communities allowed them to move to the suburbs of Long Island or New Jersey. Today, the
same economic opportunities are not available to low-income residents in communities that have
stagnated in cycles of poverty for decades. Thus, a class system that perpetuates racial politics is
on display in the interaction between these two Redditors, as u/LennyLongshoes fails to
acknowledge that white people, who have historically benefited from an unequal distribution of
resources, have the capital to displace working-class people of color. Therefore, one may
conclude that r/Brooklyn’s culture in interaction, seen through this recurring language excusing
gentrification, seeks to minimize the voices of marginalized groups protesting gentrification.
As can be seen in these Reddit posts minimizing the impact of gentrification, the
knowledge of marginalized communities may be appropriated and rewritten, ignored, or even
systematically deleted. Furthermore, members of marginalized groups may be harassed, and
therefore discouraged from articulating their experience and knowledge in virtual space (Tripodi,
2017, p. 278). People interacting in online space do not leave their lived experiences and social
status behind even in the context of online role-playing games that require the construction of a
unique character. As a result, the power structures present offline are transported and reinforced
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online through the recurring interactions between members of a virtual community, such as
r/Brooklyn.

r/Brooklyn’s Culture in Interaction
R/Brooklyn’s culture in interaction is defined by the group style of defensive liberalism.
Regarding gentrification, defensive liberalism is used to justify the displacement of people of
color and deflect any responsibility for contributing to gentrification. Although some members of
the community may offer counter-arguments – offering a new perspective to the conversation –
r/Brooklyn’s use of defensive language is used to curtail any meaningful dissent. Furthermore,
users practice a compulsory whiteness which erases the knowledge and experience of people of
color from the subreddit almost entirely. Finally, by associating concern for things like safety
and cleanliness with white people, liberal racism is used to undermine the perspective of racial or
ethnic minorities. Although such a form of speech has the potential to avoid direct racial
discourse, and as such may be hard to refute, it effectively “safeguards racial privilege” (BonillaSilva & Forman, 2000, p. 51). Together these elements create the group style of defensive
liberalism, which facilitates discussions that encourage users to exercise their individual liberties
without regard for the social impact doing so may have.
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CHAPTER IV: GENTRIFYING VIRTUAL SPACES
Replication of power structures occurs online not through the physical construction of
whiteness as is seen in the gentrification of Brooklyn, but through the collective construction of
white frames that make meaning of events occurring offline. Leaning on Erving Goffman’s
seminal text The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life and Nina Eliasoph and Paul
Lichterman’s peer-reviewed study titled “Theory of Culture in Interaction,” I have sought to
demonstrate how the construction of virtual spaces are inextricably linked to power structures
present in physical spaces. Through an analysis of Reddit’s r/Brooklyn we observe how the
marginalization of communities in physical space is mirrored in virtual space as members of the
community come together online to make sense of their changing neighborhoods.

Identity Construction as Border Construction
The ease at which stereotypical thinking can be mobilized in the digital age has profound
consequences for social interactions and the construction of communities. Employing the term
“front” to describe the generalizable elements of social performance, Goffman provided an
explanation of how individuals move through the social world by using prior experiences to
define new situations. Fronts, which are transferable from one situation to another, become “the
expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionally or unwittingly employed by the individual
during his performance” (E. Goffman, 1959, p. 22). Essential to social performances, fronts are
collectively established through recurring interactions and provide a shared ground for
interaction between social actors. More specifically, well-established fronts dictate how
individuals should act in a given situation, such as when ordering food at a restaurant or when
participating in a meeting at an office.
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Writing in 1956, Erving Goffman could not have easily predicted the ubiquity of mass
communication in the digital age. However, more than 60 years later, his conception of social
performances remains a critical tool for discerning how individuals and groups participate in
processes of meaning making. Particularly in an increasingly interconnected world, his work
takes on new meaning as one must consider the effects of mass communication technology on
social interactions. A social actor logging into social media accounts, message boards, and email
clients places the new situations they find online into categories, just as they would do offline,
“around which it is easy for him to mobilize his past experience and stereo-typical thinking”
(1959, p. 67). However, there is a difference between social performances online and offline.
Whereas in physical space the setting of an interaction, and the appearance and manner of those
participating in the interaction lend context to the performance, in virtual space textual and
linguistic exchanges have an opportunity to stand on their own. In other words, without tangible
constructions of identity, the utterances of social actors are privileged. Thus, stereotypical
thinking is amplified in online spaces in an effort to quickly facilitate interactions between actors
who may never meet each other outside of virtual space.
Drawing on Goffman’s work, Eliasoph and Lichterman demonstrate how culture is
established through the recurring interactions of social actors within a community. Through
interactions with members of one’s in-group and out-group, social actors participate in the
construction of a collective identity that helps frame events occurring online and offline. The
concept of recurring interactions becoming the basis for a group’s culture is invaluable when
discerning how online communities construct a collective identity in each space; the individual
exerts pressure on the collective by contributing their knowledge and experience to the group.
Simultaneously, they are influenced by the knowledge and experience of other social actors
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participating in the group setting. As a result, a dialectical relationship exists between the social
actor and the collective. Again, without the context of a physical environment or physical styles,
the textual exchanges between the group members of a virtual community are vital to building a
cohesive community. Therefore, like Benedict Anderson’s appeal to mass print culture in the
examination of the development of national identity (Anderson, 1991), scholars must take the
power and perception of language seriously if we are to understand how the Internet has shaped
the social world.
As both Goffman’s work and Eliasoph and Lichterman’s work note, not all performances
are created equal. Therefore, it is critical to observe and analyze performances that are privileged
versus those that are not. Not unlike Goffman’s conception of the “idealized performance,”
Eliasoph and Lichterman use the term “group style” to explain how repeated interactions
between the members of a collective establish a shared ground for future interactions. Group
style arises from recurring patterns of interaction that have been determined to be examples of
acceptable participation within the group setting (Eliasoph & Lichterman, 2003, p. 737). Thus, a
group’s collective identity and their collective perception of the social world are filtered through
their group style.
The establishment of an idealized social performance or a group style in virtual
community can be compared to a border that decides who can participate within the community.
In virtual space, borders are inherently porous as individuals may join nearly any virtual
community as long as they have an Internet connection. In addition to the expense of Internet
capable devices, participation within Internet communities is governed by the collective’s group
style. Although any person may join a community, they may be censured or removed from that
community if their contributions do not adhere to the group style. Thus, group styles help to
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define the borders of a virtual space by defining whose knowledge and experience is valuable
and whose is not.

Gentrification of Online Space
In Brooklyn, one is theoretically free to traverse space as they please. The inability of
members of marginalized communities to blend in to white spaces notwithstanding, a resident
from Brownville’s public housing complexes is not prohibited from travelling to Park Slope, an
affluent neighborhood known for its pristine brownstones, tree-lined streets, trendy shopping
district, and high-quality public schools. Although Brownsville’s residents would likely welcome
such amenities, Park Slope has been collectively constructed to appeal to upper-class sensibilities
and a sense of community that is not inclusive of working-class communities. High-priced
restaurants, boutique shopping, and expensive organic grocery stores define Park Slope living;
while a resident from Brownsville is not prohibited from entering the space, they may find it
difficult to live within it due to sky-high rental rates and an expensive cost of living.
In the 21st century, gentrification is associated with upward class transformation and the
creation of affluent spaces. While it is true that residents of Park Slope have the liberty to shop at
organic grocery stores and high-end clothing stores, as well as spend more money on their living
spaces, neighborhoods like Park Slope have come to define Brooklyn’s culture. Brooklyn’s
residents who are unable to afford living in Park Slope move to nearby neighborhoods like
Crown Heights and Bedford-Stuyvesant where they construct a community that mirrors the one
found in Park Slope. Although the restoration of a neighborhood benefits all its residents, the
construction of a space that includes capitalist markers such as Starbucks or Whole Foods
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Market leads to long-time residents being displaced as landlords seek to capitalize on a
neighborhood’s newly “elevated” status.
The reputations of affluent neighborhoods like Park Slope can only exist in opposition to
the reputations of less affluent neighborhoods. This is visible on r/Brooklyn as members of the
community repeatedly reference their negative perceptions of working-class communities of
color when describing neighborhoods deemed desirable. In essence, the descriptions of workingclass neighborhoods and communities of color that are advanced in online discussions taking
place on r/Brooklyn at best minimize, but more often exclude, the contributions people of color
make to Brooklyn’s rich cultural history.
Just as a neighborhood built to appeal to upper-class and white sensibilities creates
barriers to entry by constructing a particular type of authenticity inaccessible to those of lower
socioeconomic status, online communities restrict access to their communities by defining an
idealized version of social performance within the community. This study observed how
members of r/Brooklyn make sense of their changing neighborhoods as the borough continues to
experience rapid gentrification.
That the disproportional displacement of low-income black and brown Brooklyn
residents by their white, middle- and upper-class counterparts is well documented by both
traditional media and academia makes little difference when constructing a frame that seeks to
minimize the impact of gentrification. Unable or unwilling to situate individuals as part of a
larger collective that has benefited from historically unequal power and resource distribution,
r/Brooklyn’s group style has a developed in way that allows its group members to absolve
themselves from the perpetuation of harmful power structures. I have termed this group style as
“Defensive Liberalism.” In action “Defensive Liberalism” embraces the tenets of liberalism as it
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is constructed in the United States – self-determination, freedom of expression, equal
opportunity, etc. – while refusing to acknowledge or overtly denying the repercussions of their
ideology. This conception of liberalism can be traced to the very beginning of the American
project. John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government explicitly states the liberal citizen’s right to
property they have labored over, and therefore improved (Locke, 1690). The strategy to portray
land as vacant, a central trope of settler colonialism, in order to dispossess indigenous peoples of
their land (Lowe, 2015, p. 10), lives on in the gentrification of American cities as neighborhoods
are described as vacant in order to justify the displacement of residents to make room for future
economic development.
This study contributes to discourse on Internet culture by examining how meaningmaking activities between members of virtual communities propagate the deeply embedded
power structures present in the United States. On r/Brooklyn, discourse surrounding the ongoing
processes of gentrification in Brooklyn proceeds in a manner that can be described as the
gentrification of virtual space. There exists a gap between the reality of gentrification in the
physical space of Brooklyn and the reality of gentrification collectively conceived by the
members of r/Brooklyn’s virtual space. Whereas the harmful effects of the displacement of
working-class communities and people of color in physical space is well documented, members
of r/Brooklyn construct an alternate reality in which the consequences of gentrification are
minimal or non-existent. Within this gap there exists the possibility to create a unified reality—
one that does not outright deny the existence of gentrification’s negative effects, but instead
positions its victims as deserving of displacement. The gap between the reality of gentrification
and its effects on Brooklyn’s working-class communities and the reality that is collectively
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constructed on r/Brooklyn is demonstrative of how events in physical space and virtual space
come together to create a unified reality of a given situation.
Much like in physical space, the construction of whiteness online exists in opposition to
blackness. The social performances from users such as u/RobotPigOverlord or u/rbmichael,
highlighted in chapter three, define whiteness and majority-white neighborhoods as safe, clean,
and desirable while black and brown neighborhoods are defined as dangerous, dirty,
underdeveloped, and even empty. Such racialized language is deployed in a manner that
distances non-white communities from what Lisa Lowe terms “liberal humanity” (Lowe, 2015,
p. 8), thereby providing a rationalization for the continued colonization of non-white
neighborhoods. Thus, gentrification is framed as a paternalistic endeavor in which the more
affluent newcomers are restoring neighborhoods to their former glory for the benefit of everyone.
Typically, Redditors on r/Brooklyn will emphasize their individual liberty to move when and
where they please, while claiming that gentrification is the result of inevitable economic forces.
Although their notion of gentrification as a complex phenomenon is accurate, Redditors refuse to
accept any culpability for perpetuating the power structures that allow the disproportionate
gentrification of black and brown communities to proceed. Rather than reflect on their role in the
reinforcement of social inequities, Redditors belittle community members who acknowledge
how individuals perpetuate cycles of gentrification.
Furthermore, instead of interrogating the claims advanced by individual community
members, r/Brooklyn turns negative characterizations of working-class black and brown
neighborhoods into justification for the perpetuation of gentrification. Those who do question the
veracity of a negative claim about non-white or working-class communities advanced on the
subreddit are quickly met with criticism and downvotes even if their claim contributes to the
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discussion. The culture in interaction, defined by r/Brooklyn’s group style of Defensive
Liberalism, establishes an idealized social performance that reinforces power structures that
perpetuate gentrification of Brooklyn’s working-class and black and brown neighborhoods by
disallowing the exchange of experience and knowledge that supports the perspective of
communities of color.
In this sense, members of virtual communities replicate power structures that are deeply
engrained in American society. Although one cannot deny the statistical evidence that
Brooklyn’s black and brown residents are being forced out of their neighborhoods by rising costs
of living brought on by the influx of affluent newcomers, members of r/Brooklyn frame the
phenomenon as one of progress rather than as one of loss. In this regard, we may observe how
physical space and virtual space exists in a dialectical relationship. Here gentrification, occurring
in physical space, becomes a topic of discussion in virtual space. The members of virtual
communities − in this case, r/Brooklyn − make meaning of their social world through repeated
interactions. Finally, the frame that is constructed online may make its way back into physical
space as members of r/Brooklyn take their online ideologies offline. Thus, rather than serving as
a platform for the melding of ideas and cultures, the Internet may provide the possibility for
strengthening ideological beliefs that contribute to the marginalization of people of color and the
working-class.
The conflict that arises between members of r/Brooklyn − those acknowledging their
responsibility in the perpetuation of gentrification and those deflecting it − becomes the shared
ground for interaction within the community. It is in these conflicts that social actors negotiate
the rules for what constitutes desirable participation and undesirable participation within their
community. Even when social actors are hiding their true intentions during an interaction, their
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performance still contributes to and advances the discourse of the community. Thus, just as
Goffman notes that an observer should not concern his or herself with the honesty or dishonesty
of a claim made by a social actor in physical space, I am not concerned with the accuracy of
comments made in virtual space. Indeed, members of r/Brooklyn could submit racist
performances with the intention of being satirical or with the intention of inciting an argument
with other members of the community. Thus, on r/Brooklyn the accuracy of representations of
working-class black and brown neighborhoods are of little concern. In other words, when a
member of r/Brooklyn posts a comment they need only be sure that the meaning in their
expression aligns with what the community has collectively deemed to be acceptable.
Herein lies the danger of how r/Brooklyn collectively defines working-class communities
and communities of color. While simultaneously upholding the tenets of liberalism for
themselves, members of the community collectively erase the experiences of black and brown
people and working-class communities. In conversations about gentrification, members of
r/Brooklyn represent themselves as rational actors who want to improve their communities.
During these interactions, Redditors emphasize their “right” to move to a neighborhood, as well
as their right to use their fiscal, social, and political capital to “improve” their neighborhoods and
homes. Furthermore, these interactions disparage those who are perceived as standing in
opposition to the liberties of individual Redditors.
However, as demonstrated in chapter three, there is little evidence present in my
collection of more than 2,000 Reddit comments to suggest that participants in the r/Brooklyn
community stand in opposition to an individual’s right to move freely and to spend money how
they please. When conflict does arise, it is because a member of r/Brooklyn has suggested that
the community should be collectively conscious of their contribution to gentrification. Voices
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that encapsulate the frustration and despair of communities displaced by the processes of
gentrification are censured within the community through collective attacks on the content of the
post by other members of the community, as well as through collective downvoting.
By defining what is good and what is bad, the borders of the community are constructed.
The resulting conflict between members of r/Brooklyn – those acknowledging their
responsibility in the perpetuation of gentrification and those deflecting responsibility – defines
the shared ground for interaction within the community and allows the community’s group style
of defensive liberalism to flourish. Through recurring interactions on r/Brooklyn the virtual
borders of the community are reaffirmed. Emphasis on individual liberty, at the expense of the
collective, is made possible by r/Brooklyn’s embrace of coded racism and compulsory whiteness.
As a result, on r/Brooklyn, accurate representations of working class and black and brown
neighborhoods are not necessary when portraying the process of gentrification as one of
progress. Rather, characterizations of neighborhoods experiencing gentrification as crime-ridden,
dirty, or empty, despite evidence to the contrary, become rhetorical tools in the social
performances of the community members that help to establish the collective identity of
r/Brooklyn.
In this way we may characterize the borders of r/Brooklyn as a tool that facilitates the
gentrification of the virtual community. Black and brown working-class people are deemed
expendable as they are pushed to the boundaries of Brooklyn to make room for the construction
of affluent communities. In virtual space, their experience with gentrification is similarly
marginalized as their knowledge becomes an inconvenient truth about how the recurring actions
of individuals can have profound consequences for the whole. Much like Brooklyn’s affluent
spaces do not have room for visual evidence of capitalism’s underclass – the working poor,
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homelessness, etc. – r/Brooklyn does not have room for the perspectives of non-white Redditors
who advance claims that portray gentrification negatively.
It is true that in neighborhoods like Bedford-Stuyvesant and Crown Heights, black and
Latinx/Hispanic residents exist alongside the mostly white newcomers. Similarly, on the virtual
community of r/Brooklyn performances of black and brown identities are advanced alongside
performances of white identity. Moreover, in both physical and virtual spaces, the construction
of white communities does not prevent the construction of black and brown communities
elsewhere, or for that matter, a community that is inclusive.
Unlike the construction of community in physical space, which requires extensive
financial, social, and political capital, virtual spaces such as Reddit afford all Internet users the
opportunity to participate in the construction online communities. However, just because the
possibility for the democratic construction of communities exists does not mean that all members
of a website or online community will have an equal voice in its creation and maintenance.
Through the establishment of a group style that values contributions affirming white hegemony
while devaluing any claim that subverts the status-quo, r/Brooklyn exists as a space that
reaffirms and replicates the inherently unequitable power structures that have led to the
continued oppression of working-class communities and communities of color. Whether in
physical or virtual space, the exclusion of the non-white and the working-class from
communities that are characterized as representative of the whole lends credence to the idea that
their experience, their knowledge, their mere presence is in opposition to the ideal version of the
space, and, therefore, constitutes gentrification of the space.
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Further Research
This research focused primarily on how members of r/Brooklyn enact race- and classbased power structures during their construction of a collective online identity. The
establishment of a group style serves to govern the social interactions within the community
thereby giving members of the community criteria on which to judge the value of contributions
made in the group setting. I isolated the topic of gentrification because it is a well-documented
phenomenon that shapes physical space and material conditions of existence. By isolating it as a
topic for discussion on r/Brooklyn, I was able to observe how the members of a virtual
community collectively frame their reality. Rather than quantifying and presenting instances of
key words and phrases, I sought to observe the interactions between community members and
analyze how their textual exchanges made meaning of their reality while also serving as the
borders for their community.
This research is limited to r/Brooklyn and its physical analog, Brooklyn, New York.
Further research is necessary to determine whether similar reactions to gentrification occur on
other online message boards dedicated to discussing life in Brooklyn. Moreover, additional
research would need to be conducted to determine how residents of other cities, both nationally
and internationally, react to the processes of gentrification. Finally, because this study relies on
empirical evidence collected from conversations about gentrification on r/Brooklyn, I cannot
guarantee that the same sentiments occur on posts that are unrelated to gentrification. Additional
research quantifying the appearance of keyword phrases in all conversations occurring within the
community could provide further insight into how r/Brooklyn’s group style manifests more
generally, and whether it is transferable to the entirety of Reddit.
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Finally, there is the question of the digital divide. Previous scholarship has focused on
who has and does not have Internet access. However, as Internet access has become increasingly
common, questions about the digital divide have shifted to consider how members of various
groups participate in the virtual sphere. Therefore, further research should consider how social
stratification influences the ways in which people with Internet access use its digital affordances.
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